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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
KOi, mora County, Nkw Mexico, Saturday, Fhkuaby lr, 19 i.

AVI.

The Legislature jFord Newspaper Father and Sons
Day.
We are in receipt of bundles of. We have received the first copy

Married

NewJBabies

Leatherman-Schult- z

Born to Mr. and Mre. Ernest
Leatherman, Monday Feb. 10, a
son. Mother and child are doing
just fine at the R. A. i'endleton
home. The father is in France
for
driving a big motor-trucUncle Sam and he will doubtless be dissatisfihd with his job
when he learns of this new attraction for him at home.
k

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Vernie
Kenoyer, at the parental, T. 0.
Scott home Saturday, Feb. 8th.
girl. Dr. Self reports a
an
very fine baby atid a yery proud
happy family for two generations
ahead of her at the Scott home.
8-l- b.

Born, 'to Mr. and Mrs. Cleland
at the parental Rev. Holmes,
home Tuesday. Feb. 11th, an
girl. The mother was formerly Miss Gordon Holmes, and Mr.
reCleland has but recently
army.
turned from the
8-l-

b.

So many new babies the past
week that the Drs. were all so
busy at one time that Mrs. Dr.
Self had to answer one of the
Dr3. calls. Prosperity is coming
to Roy in many ways but in none
more necessary than these babes

Japan and the United States
change Ideas.

;

Announcements by Mr. and
Mrs, C. W. B. Leatherman, of
the marriage of their daughter,
Miss Annabel Leatherman to Mr.
Frank L. Schultz, came a3 a surprise to theia friends this week.
The young people were quietly
married by Rev. 0. W. Hearn
last Thursday, Feb. 6th. and had
been keeping it a secret, for a
while.
The bride, well known and pop
nlar Deputy Postmaster of Roy
and has long been the efficient
purveyor of stamps and mcney-order- s
to the local public. A
charming Utile girl and one who
will be missed if she leaves the
office for home duties.
The groom is so well known
that it seems superflous for us to
try to eulogise him. He is a
member of the Roy Realty and
Loan Co, Deputy Sheriff for this
precinct, and was elected Constable at the recent election. He
has long been one of Roy's prominent business men and we take
special pleasure in congratulating him in his winning of so
charming a bride. May the future hold only happiness for
them.

copies of the bills that have been i of Henry Ford's new paper "The
presented to the Legislature this Dearborn Independent" which
term. There are 40 or more in is unlike any other paper we
thi Senate and 80 odd House have read. It carries no adverBills. 'They cover a lot of things tising and has a clean and wholesome good, some not so good and some line of editoral and fiction.
most of them of; little conse- Mr. Ford's own page is espically
quence, two of them appeal to interesting, and we take the libus, they merely ask the repeal erty of copying a few sentiments
ot a lot of useless, and superflous from it which we all knew are
statutes and offer no substitutes.. true even tho we don't practice
Some show plainly a personal de- them as he doe- ssire for advantage, and others
. The very best charity we know
are constructive ami commendanything about is to help a man
able. On the whole we shall see
to the place where he will never
when the session is over, what
need
has been done. We are expecting
much of the insurgent RepubliIf we have sympathy enough
cans who have thus far refused
to jump at the crack of the par- for people to help them IN their
ty "whip". We believe they are trouble, surely we ought to have
patriots who will prevent some feeling enongh to help them
graft and looting. Some say, OUT OF their trouble.
however
that they are just
organizing to demand their share The man who does better and
of the loot and will come across more productive work today than
when the Republican leaders he did yesterday is a social reHe
former of the highest type.
offer them their price.
Í3
something
He
doing
genuine.
We don't believe it and are going to keep on hoping the insur- is squaring his own account with
gents and Democrats will hold the world, and helping others to
the rest of them cicse to; th square theirs.

it

"

path of rectitude.
Among the freak bills presentpresent at the Red ed the N. M. Legislature is one

One of our most glaring
is to try to cover up the
Ladies
The Catholic Ladies of Koy Cross work rooms Tuesday
of social faults by charity
results
by Linwood of Colfax, which
have planned a big Baile - for Mrs. Rev. Wilson, Mrs. Benson,
says y ' shant tie or shut up a instead of striking at the causes
Washingtons Birthday, proceeds Mrs. Christman, Mrs. Roy, Mrs.
calf or colt under 7 months old which makes charity seem necto help furnish the new Rectory. Crowe, Mrs.
'
Willcox, and the unless the mother is with it, essary.
They have bills out which tell Misses
Griner. Much work was
you all about it.
Refreshments put across and a lot lined up
It J3 easy enough to be sorry
lor tary BoardrfInspectors.
:!
i and to ease our own sorrow by a
are to be served. Better Come. the Thursday session.
Now if Mr. Linwood will pre-- ; triflng gift For
that is really
another bill to the effect, what we do in most of our make-tha- t
sent
E."
C.
Anderson is out threshThe State Corporation Coma man can't send his wife! shift charity,
ing beans again. The snow has mission is making
an effort to out to do washing
for his support Í ,'
prevented many growers from get a three
cent passenger fare
threshing their crop and "market-in- s for New Mexico. Ilughie Willicares for the babies, he will be
life, the
it and no doubt some have ams, the Chairman, and a
re performing another service even wrong in our method of
been spoiled by the snow 'and publican whom
is
wise
to go
to
not
course
take
even Democrats more
humanitarian than he tries about tinkering and doctoring the
wet. They started this time for rather like, is
asking frankly for the calves and burro colts,
Mr. Ames on the Mrs. Bruces
effects, but to dig straight in towhether tne people wanta3-cen- t
farm, east.
ward the causes.
fare or not and wants you to
John Holder is drilling a new
write him your views. His arguMrs. Ben Hoskins, formerly
And this is certain we cannot
ments áre al! for it and they well for Dr. Brown at his new
Miss Lelia Mitchell, is seriously
conditions by kicking
improve
house west of town. They are
seem sound.
ill at the parental Will Mitchell
which makes
methods
down 150 feet and going right a- - over the
She
home with Pneumonia.
good
i s they are
Fred Tinker, of Mosquero, call long Doc, will have a fine place our conditions as
came down from Dawson with ed on us a
minute Tuesday while when he gets it fixed 'up. .
her husband and children last the train was standing. He had
Rev. G. B. Hall and wife celeweek and her condition has been been to Clayton
thei 38th. wedding annibrated
with John Mc
1st. Lieutenant C. L'edmer, of
critical.
Monday, at their home
versary
Neil, and Chas. Waldron, on Camp Pike, one of
Joe Beck's on the farm near Roy. Only
business and they were just get friends, was here last week visitJoe Beck returned from Spring- ting home.
their children were present to
Fred is fat
ing Joe and family. Lieut. Beem-e- r
er TiiPüHíiv Ho has hfon ' nn looking,
cslebrate with them and enjoy
owing he says, to the
is an expert at training men
auu uhuíulu fact that his
melt; vu
mother and sister for fighting with modern meth- the fine dinner whicn was a part
the train rather than drive over
have been here cooking for him ods. He gave an exhibition of of the event. We hope we may
the heavy roads with a car.
all be here to help them celebrate
this winter.
Bayonet Drill while here that
their Golden Wedding.
was startling. The final stunt
R. E. Alldredge returned MonMrs. W. II. Hudgens, cf Flag- they
you are disteach
day from Springer accompanied
staff Arizonia, sends a subscript- armed and a Hun attempts to Father Vachon and the Cathoby his daughter. Mrs. Helen
lic People have been at the trains
ion for another year and says,
run you thru with his bayone- t- rlailv fnr kpvpmI davs oxtinetino
Duchanois, who is a guest at the
"Keep the
coming, its the to grab
the blamed gun pull the
Alldredge home this week.
skterf to wrve
only way we hear from our Hun to you with
it and hit him east to takc up thcir resWenct.
.
.
Mayor b S. Brown was called friends there now. That isn't the on the point of the chin with
p
T.
only place where it is cold.
We
your list. His gun then belongs for
to El Paso Sunday on important
some reason but will be here
have three feet of snow and 18 to you.
business.
He had but an hours
long.
before
to 23 degrees below all the lime."
rrjtice ahead of the train;
In in Ogden Jr, and wife havt The memorial for Theodore
E. J. Coleman, one of the newMelville Floersheimandhis bromoved
to Koy from the parental ' Roosevelt last Sunday occupied
ther," Edgar and wife went to er settlers on Route A, who join- Rev. Howell home near Mofax. the time oí Rev. Heatn's sermon
ed the
ranks recently, call-e- b
Raton Sunday on the train.
fhey live in the little green j and wa'i .a fitting tribute to the
Saturday
to get acquainted
Mel. bought a r e ff Keo-- car.
house
near R. López home. They great ex president and formei
and left a card which read "Pay-to,expect
to go back to their farm.: leader. His many virtues were
etc. lie has been sticking
The Village authorities had the
and the impress he
near
recounted
next Spring.
Solano
streets dragged last week and the pretty close at home during tht
..'
civilization
was duly rec
on
lift
s long winter.
efFeets of the late lamented
by Rev's
speeches
ognized
in
P.J Conklin, the Loan Agent
are obliterated for the
.
and'Wn.-o(iR. Lopez, deputy assessor, has is getting out into the countr.v l:learn
present. It added much to the
difficulty in getting
had
iist now to inspect farms and many
appearance of the town.
We overlooked the fact that
blanks for assessing all the peo- people are being relieved of the
Je,fc
Mrs- 1;ant'he G,l,n,
He rus- temporary financial stringency
S. R. Crou&e was down from ple of this community.
to
Alabama,
Sheffield
join her
Mills Saturday and called to fix tled all he could and had about which this winter has imposed
tmploytd
is
who
thert
husband
cent of the property listed on tiiem
up his subscription. He has gotin Government woik.
L
.
ten thrn the winter fine with his Saturday night. We hope tho AsE.
Mrs.
Mitchell
T
returned
stock owing to ample shelter and sessor will continue him a few
W. G. and Jas. W.
Johnson
Saturday from Los Angeles, Cal.
thov hnvfi hnth pseinrd th Fhi days to finish up.
sate
Cth.
will
out at
Feb.
a
have
where she attended the funeral
so .far.
,
County
brother-in-lawon
Union
the
Andrew
The dance Saturday night was of her
line,
formerly
Morton,!
a
a
and
Springer
success
of
attracted
verj
Suri
Day
Sons
and
next
Father
fiday promises an interesting pro- large attendance. A fine time is and Raton and á well known
'
A brother of the lit j Claudgram at the Christian Church retorted and some say it was tht nancier of this region.
very
they
Hand
Mrs.
guest
havt
has been here for n few
dance
Mitchell
was
at
a
nicest
little
Sunday
at the morning session of
arranging
Roy
The
whe
girls
F.
businuts affairs
had
all
the,
A.
on
home
her
winter.
School. A program is being preismanaged
insisting
planned
Claude
Brashears
to
get
turn
out
are
and
it
could
ste
t
until
pared which will interest everyhim
in
the
congratulated.
be
the
task.
Albert:.
ranch
at
one ind all should attend.
mis-tak-
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will be PreaServices
Morning
and Eveching
ning at the Christian Church
next Sunday, Feb. 16. The morning service will be a Father and
Sons Service. The Pastor, Rev.
J. M. Wilson will deliver a short
sermon or address to the Fathers
and Sons and a program will follow, in which a number of Fathers and Sons will take part.
All are urgently invited to this
Unique Service, which promises
to be very interesting. Let every
Father and Son be present and
bring the Women and Girls.
NOTICE:-Ther- e

Ex-- 1

""j

(land

Empire Owe IU Systemt of
Technical Education to an Amerl- can, and in Return Haa
Taught V Much.
y.

The arrival here sometime aso

!

ot '

mission of eight officers of rank and!
illatlneulshed record from Japan la!
proof of at least two things. It wit--!
aesses to the steadfastness of the na!
tlonal character, In seeking progres-ilveness aa well as progress; and tat
Japan's purpose to keep In the fore-- ;,
round of invention and achievement,
remarks New lorlc Sun. No other j
nation realizes more keenly that In the
rivalry of civilization the old must perpetually he renewed.' There c&q b no
Handing stllL

From the dawn of history Japan haa

excelled in fine and dainty work. Her
Pastor.
J. M, Wilson,
museums Illustrate tte fact that her
craftsmen invented and adapted. A litBelow is the Program for the tle more than a real, not a poetical,
"cycle of Cnthay," that Is, sixty years
Father and Son3 Day.
ago, according to oriental reckoning,
1 Outline of the Program by the hermit nation suddenly found herself in the market place of the world.
Rev. J. M, Wilson.
Though at first dazed, resources of
2 Song "Campfire."
mind and material were not lacking.
Age-ol3 "What we want", by Rual
taste, skill, experience and
d

reserve armies of trailed craftsman
were at hand. Foreign teachers con4 "What we want you to do",
ferred no gift of brains or secrets of
by Wm. G. Johnson.
cunning. They simply pointed out tho
5 "The BoyScout.3", by Clyde new paths and taught the modern
methods of meeting the nation s needs.
B. Crowe.
after three ycara.
As early as 18GI-G6 Song by Congregation.
labor, our own Raphael Pumpelly, still'
7 "What we learned in the among U9 n vigor, revolutionized min- & Japan. When, in 1868
Army or S.A.T.C. ly las methods'
(he. intense inward political strugsrlpi .
Roy Hall.
between tlii old and the new were over,
8 "What we learned in the and Jniiii had a truly national govern- jc alertness of her people to tha
Training Camp", by meat,
Ui'W rttuntion. supplied a striking feaE1Ü3 Abernathy ture in the history of modern educat
i ,
( 5
0 "What we learned in the Ar- tions
In
Europe maniiat1
when
a
date
At
A
my", by Mr. Ro"ar.d Siler.
and technical training ,wns still new,
10 "What can we d ) to hold nnd ttmong u3 the Rensselaer rolytecu-n!- c
iichool at Troy was a lonely Vetour Boys?" by Pry. . Kreigbaum.
era i!, Tale nnd Harvard were at
11 Patriotic Son
in this form of education, and
evei. Hie Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 'a baby, Japan liad started
In the race Even before the departof education had been created,
.A few Boy Scouts
of Roy ment
the necessity of Japan's training her
met with theirScoutrnaster JRev, 6 via
.vNv':liowists my! wasters of
O. W. Hearn, Wednesday night applied science wns pointed out to the '
government.
The newly,
and decided to call
at important
elaborated scheme dividing the einpln
Scoutmaster Ilearn's residence, luto elfiht great educational districts
on next Wednesday eveningFeb. was, wilh the curricula, submitted to
an American for criticism. He noted
19. Have 4 new applicants.
the serio'is defect of no provision for
All of the Boy Scouts and all technical education. A long letter outthe boys who wish to become lining courses of technical education
addressed to the Dal Jo Kuan, the
Scouts are asked to be present and
supreme council, fell as spark upon,
so we can
officers.
powder. The department of education,
Remember Parents that, "The was created and a technological school
Boy o'f Today is the Man of To- started simultaneously In Tokyo. Tha
system l.ns ever since that time had a
morrow."
healthful development.
In addition to the eight universities)
37.S10 lower schools of all sorts,
Lieutenant Belknap has been and
there are now In operation tinder the)
appointed to the position of chie" government elghtee.--t technical schools
of the educational department of of the higher order, requiring a four
years' course nfter graduation from tha
his camp and will remain indefi- middle schools,
while those under loHe had cal or private aiisices number many
nitely, in that capacity
planned to come home the offer more. It was settled a? court, by th
United States minister in Yeddo, In the
of educational work, which he ease of Raphael I'l.mpeliy, that an en
left when he went to the Officersl gineer, civil, mlnliig, or mechanical,
G. Wade.

BOV SCOUTS.

w

re-ele- ct

j

was a geniloman and eligible to audience of both the piesident of the United 'Stales and tho emperor of Japan.
Ever since, the oflbtal and social status
of n man trained t't use his hands and
H. A. Carpenter, of Plymouth; brain in unity, hai been secure in tha
Indiana, is here collecting his; mikado's empire. A.t least two scoro
of Americans havo received imperial
sale notes and looking after his decorations for promoting technical
farm at Mofax. lie reports the! science In Japan.
mildest of winters back in thei Nothing hut good can come of mutual exchange of Ideas. What the JapGreat Lakes country.
anese have borrowci from us is In tho
limelight, and we boast of it; what
hundreds of American inventors and
CAMPFIRE GIRLS- The Boy: seekers fnr knowledge have found !u
Scouts have started up again, Japan and taken as loan is cryptic and
"WHY DON'T YOU?" Come; antriuiipeted. Yet cur debt Is none tho
less renl. It Is well for the two civiliGIRLS! Don't let the hoys get zations to enrich eaci other. If, lu adahead of YOU. THEY don't be- - miring legend. King Solomon set the
mechanic on tho throne to signify tho
iieveYOU have the GET-U- P
basis of 1i!h realm's wenlth, rone th
get
YOU
to
started.
about
less should both republic and emplrft
COME GIRLS, SHOW THEM, honor tlie technician who unites power,"
of brain nnd the discipline of education!

Training Camp, had a lure for
him that he could not resist.

j

-

j

j

j

to dexterity of manipulation, llonoi

The Movies Tuesday night did to me iccnmeai wirn ers oí. .nimu um
'
America!
very well. Had large crowd.
Thursday n'ght Taylor Holmes
Finland's Ariatocraey.
One of the anomalies of Finland
comei again in, Uneasy Money.
Majic Cuard Against RatUcsnakei.
Chniiting out la a raUlesmiUc-lufcst-edistrict with no otliur pfiile'-Uot- i
for one's bd thiiiv an t iKlivln; lioi'-linl- r
ropo would not Ive tho ttvernga
tendwfopt n f wlhís oí so'.'ui'it.v. A
111
I oliuiik'it
PolMi'.,!!'
liliolo;:i'.iili
Miifciizhn; Kliowotl two omijiei's nuik-liii- j
t!ie!n Inn! on tli WVytofti pluius,
sumuiiitii'it I'.y iiolliini; moro Mulilfl
Hum one of Ihtwe rojics, jus it Is wt'll
knowiv In Hint rt'irioii 1I1.1I. ritl'?iMmke
a version for
have un- uhooikiikm'hM
crawling- over u rope cf this; Mink
-

!

now struggling for its Independence ;
Is that It has inherit id a foreign ar-istoerncy, speaking Swedish. How for
clgn It remains to the true Interest!
of Finland may be seen from the fact!
that it has all along worked for Ger J
man Intervention in Finland, and eve
helped to send thousands ot young
Finns to join the German army. Wltíi
the Importation of German rulers int
Finland, the Finnish language will hav
one more competitor to cut It from the
UngulRtlc field, unless Swedish Is en
tirely drlveu out by the language of tht
newly arrived supermen.
J
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The direct cost of the war Is esti

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED

RECORD OP THS
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
HOME AND APROAD.
J

TROr.1 ALL SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

Witrn

Ntwaptptr

'eastern

l

Ion

Nw

arvlc.

Dr. Joseph Kyle, president of the
Xenia,
lilo Theological Seminary, at
toe conference of world evangelism
and vltU Christianity, at the Moody
Bible Institute, declured Wednesday
that a hero's depth In battle wan not
necessurlly a passport to heaven.
The discipline taught the American
youth In the American army and the
bard knocks he received "over there,"
re destined to produce a "race of
men" in the United
States, In the view of Lieut. Col.
Charlea W. Berry, adjutant general of
uper-buslne-

Tork state.
An appeal to the friends of Theodore Koosevelt for brief atorles which
mbody a picture or an episode of the
former president's life was made In
ífew York- by a committee of the
Roosevelt Permanent Memorial National Committee, which plana to publish a memorial volume of anecdotes.
Probability of a further postponement of theftrlal of the million dollar
libel, suit brought against the Chicago
. Dally
Trlbiine by Henry Ford was
strengthened by the minute detail In
which documentary evidence was In.
troduced In argument on the motion
'of the newspaper for a etinnge of
."New

-

venue.

Three railroad employés were killed
d
when the Chicago mall train,
on the Pennsylvania, was
eighteen
wrecked at Shoenberger,
miles east of Chicago. The locomotive
toppled over an embankment Into the
Juniata river and four of the nine
cars In the train were derailed. One
day coach at the rear carried the on- , ly passengers, non of whom was hnrt.
east-boun-

wounds in his
With seventy-twbody, Salvador Itodrlguee was taken
to the police emergency hospital at
El Paso, and died soon after. The
oroner's verdict was that the wounds
were
a dull knife.
The Thrift Stamp was advanced as
an antidote for Bolshevism by James
K. Lynch,' governor of the Twelfth
federal district Reserve Bank, in a
letter to all bankers In the San Francisco district, urging a renewed campaign for the stamps.
Removal of the export restriction
on barley is announced by the war
trade board at Washington with the
statement that export licenses would
be granted freely to all destinations,
opens a way for the disposal of the
400,000 tons surplus of barley now
held by Callornia growers.
For the first time since Francisco
Villa was In control of northern Mexico a military court martial will be
held at Juarez, when second Captain
BatJuan Azpleta of the
talion will be placed on trial charged
with having shot and killed Private
David Trolb, United States army, of
New York, on the Mexican side of the
border, December 27th. It Is the custom to hold all military trials at Cho

Sixty-secon-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

d

ihuahua City.

mated at $200,000,000,000 In London
shortage of the rice crop Is
, The
causing unusual anxiety throughout
Japan.
A Dublin dispatch reported that
11 Sinn
Feiners interned In England
will be released immediately.
Frederick William., llohenzollern,
eldest olí of the former German e.n
peror, according to a Berlin dispatch,
has Instituted proceedings for a di
.

THE

Pithy News Items

WESTERN

Gathered From All Over

MINING AND OIL

New Mexico

NEWS

WeiUrn

Western NeWKimper I'nlon News Serviré.

Nftjapir

Speaker

I'lilon Npwi Service.
Antonio A. Sedillo of

the

House of Representatives is one. ot
vorce.
those sticklers for the Utter of the
J'he 'Portuguese government
1ms hiw that has been duly nuule
and proproclaimed a blockade of all ports be- vided.
tween Aveiro and Coininisa. Foreign
A bill that was introduced' in the
ships now in these ports will be per House by Armljo of Dona Aim county
mitted to sail.
is one that should result in Increased
King George Is expected formally activity In the mining and prospecting
to open tide fishing season In Febru that Is being done throughout the state
ary at Balmoral on the Dee. While of New .Mexico.
devoted sportsman, the king has
The drastic revision ot a number of
not angled since the war began.
the laws vitally affecting the Interests
Government troops have captured of the stockmen of Hie state was tlm
the Bremen town hall and most of object of thirteen bills that were introthe government buildings, it was re- duced In (he House by W. J. Llnwood
ported In dispatches receive at Co of Colfax county, former secretary of
penhagen. The Spartlcans were said the Cattle Sanitary Board.
to be retiring..
Opposition to the bilingual bill,
A dispatch from Milan says that a which is such an Important part of
sensation has been caused in .Italy Governor Larra.ola's educational program, continues to ''develop on every
by the proposal in the American Congress to exclude immigration to the side, and the measure will not become
United States for four years, a meas' a law 'without a st,it'f fight in both the
ure which threatens particularly to House and the Senate.
There whs quite u flurry In certain
affect Italians,
Detachment of 100 ' American sol legislative circles at Santa Vé when
a bill was introduced into the House
diers arrived at Vienna with the-flr-st
shipment of American food for relief to define games of chance, and to
purpasog.
The American shipment provide penalties for anyone who
will enable the serving of full bread might be caught indulging In any of
ration to the population next week for the games mentioned, or, In fact. In
any amusement that remotely smacked
the first time In many mouths.
Eight hundred women clerks em- of the element of chance.
The mutilated bodies of two prospecployed by the Bank of England as a
war measure have been notified that tors named Hancock and Taylor were
their serylce will no longer be re- found in branch of the Colorado livquired, but that 200 of them may er cañón near St Thomas, a few miles
make special applications for as many from Las Vegas, and officers said they
permanent positions in the clerical believed the men had been killed by
an Indian who is alleged also to have
staff.
slain Mrs. Maud J. Douglas the night
SPORT
Eddie Clcotte, veteran pitcher with of Jan 21.
Animas, a village on the El Paso A
the Chicago Americans, signed a contract for the 1019 season in Chicago. Southwestern railroad, has been' given
agency for an express office
Ted Block of Detroit, Mich., mid- an
'

'

dleweight champion,
Schubert, who says
iu the third round
bout at the Elks'

knocked out Mike
he is from Denver,

of an

eight-roun- d

club ac Saginaw,

Mich.
An amendment to the Nevada boxing lw, which would allow
d
contests, Is Introduced In
the Assembly pf the Nevada Legislature. This is the first step on the
y
part of the state to bring the
fight to Reno. It is thought
by members of the legislature aud
others Interested that the bill will
pass with a high license clause for all
twenty-five-roun-

Wlllard-Dempse-

through the efforts ot the state corporation commission. The citizens
filed a complaint with the commission
several mouths ago and the cause has
been settled by the establishment of a
railroad agency, the const uction ot a
depot, and the starting ot an express
agency.
House Joint Resolution No. 6 introduced by Judge R. P. Barnes of Bernalillo, seeks to buve Congress ndopt
the Susan B. Anthony amendment- to

Arizona.
New Cornelia Copper Company re
ports output of 4,2J.1,(HK) pounds dur
ng December.
The Klaluwiih Oil Company, recently organized by Flagstaff people, bus
leased a section from the Aztec compiiny under terms which require tluit
jiie well be started by April 1st.
Wlnslow business men have oVgun
i.ed u closé corporation known us the
Wlnslow Land and Oil Coinpuny and
plan to start drilling in the early
spring,-Thiiiimpany bus leased from
lhe state all the school sections In the
Iract controlled by the Aztec concern
s

Tho endorsement of the llolbrook

such a substan
and companies
of means aud influence ure obtuiuing
jr negotiating for large holdings aud
cheerfully accepting obligations 1m
posed by lessors that actual develop
meiit shall begin wlthlu a limited pe
oil field has been of
l in t nature
thai men

'

rlod.

,

lu Arizona the prospective fields
ure attracting
attention
nd It is a safe bet that during the
j cur 101!) that state will be record
ed in the columns of oil producing
territories. Inquiries are coming from
fur and wide, from the remote quarters of the country as to the present
activity In development.
wide-spreu-

d

While there is much uncertainty in
regard to the Immediate future of the
copper industry, looking forward to
the conclusion of the peace conference
and the beglnulng of the period of re'
construction lu Europe and the revlv- al of industrial activity lu this coun
try, it would seem as though copper
mining was assured of many years of
prosperity, according to J. II. Ilumlll

of

Arizona.
'

Montana,

The "Butte Superior Mining Com
pany reports an output of 9,450,000
pounds of zinc for January, compared
with 10,600,000 pounds In December,
Ore mined In January was .'1,000 tons,
compared will 36,!HiO tons In Decern
ber.
Wyoming,
U. 8. Geological

Survey has
the constitution of the United States. just issued a summary showing that
Under the present terms of the con- there Is an apparent gain in the United
stitution of the state there would be Stutes of three per cent In petroleum
considerable difficulty in extending production in 1918 over 1917, the to
contests.
the franchise to women, and It wus ut lu 1918 being 345,500,000 burrels
GENERAL
thought best to memorialize Congress as against 335,315,001 in 1917.
Proposed
constitutional reforms, as the shortest and most effective way
A report from Wyoming Is to the
some, of. them adding to the powers
of accomplishing this object.
effect that the Wyoming Spindle Top
of the chief executive, are among the
A total of 79,91 1 men registered in Company, which has been closed down
most important mutters before the
New Mexico for military service, 8,605 temporarily for a few days, has re
Mexican Congress.
were accepted and inducted into serv- sumed drilling operations. The well
Camp Kearney, CaL, and Camp
ice and more than 3,000 registrants Is down 800 feet, with a twelve-IncSevier, S. C, will be recommended
enlisting voluntarily. Many men of casing. TJie coinpuny Is fully fi
for purchase and others will .be returned to their owners at the expira- draft age entered the army or navy nunced for the completion of this well
from New Mexico, before the draft aud will finish It as rapidly as pos
tion of the leases.
passed.
The expense at sible.
Reports reaching Chicago indicate law was
to draft works was $82,800 or
tached
that the syndicate of sure thing $1.03 per man. These figures are con
Agreement by the members of the
swindlers operating in Florida resort
conference committee of both Houses
report
in
of
Disburs
a
tained
Federal
cities have gathered approximately1 ing
of Congress on ifie oil land leasing
Officer R. C. Reid.
$3.000,000 since early winter.
bill, which has been in controversy
Assistant Attorney General Harry S, for several years, had the effect of
Lithuania will ask the United States Bowman
gave an opinion to the ef- stimulating the market iu Wyoming
to guide It In establishing h stable
fect that proceeds from the sale and oil stocks iu a remarkable degree
government,
according to an anstate lands granted for the Monday and resulted In sharp ud
nouncement ot the headquarters of the lease of
support of state Institutions constitute vanees in the price of all shares of
Lithuanian National Council at Wash
a permanent fund, which may not be Salt; Creek companies which are dealt
ington.
expended In pilncipal and the Income in on
the New York and Denver mar
Governor Phillpp had another ex from which muy be used only as properience with a maniac the other day, vided by the law. Mr. Bowman be- kets.
following his turning down of a madlieves, however, that the .ri(0,n)0 acres
Colorado.
man who asked for $20,000,000. grunted for the purpose of establishThis time the stranger was, a shabThe big drill for the
ing permanent water reservoirs for Irbily dressed man who catered the rigating purposes, and the 100,00
Oil Company's well north of Lamar
governor's private office and on be- acres granted for the Improvement of arrived the first of the week. The
ing asked what he, wanted he de- the Rio Grande river, provide a fund big derrick Is already erected and as
manded the governor's political plat- the principal of which Is available for soon ns the machinery which Is now
form for 1920.
the purposes' for which the grants all on the ground Is installed work
will begin.
Zemildo Fernandez, who served as were made.
chief of staff for the former federal
Socorro has been recently visited by
The Becky Sharp, owned by the
general, Luis Guhellero, when the hitearthquake shocks. The movement Old Town Mining, Milling and Trans
ter revolted against the government
appeared to be from south to north, portation Company, Is being operated
In Tiiinnlptils early in 1918, has been
tne nrst shock lusting five qr six sec under lease and the lessees are ship
urn sled in Mexico City. He was cap onds, the second one barely percepti ping' ore Valued at .$100 per ton.
tured by secret service agents.
ble. No damage was done.
Work lias commenced on the HamilThe Mexican and American ChamRills for direct primaries, the "blue ton property and the mine is being
bers, of Commerce in the capital resky law" and the 10 per cent Interest drained of water which bus been findport the receipts of thousands of comrate limit have been introduced in the ing its way through the surface workmunications from commercial bodies New Mexico Assembly.
A bill perings since the. property was closed
In the United States and Europe askmitting a surviving husband or wife to down some months ago.
ing details In regard to the demand In draw less than $500 from the banka
Mexico for foreign made goods.
pending the administration of an es- ' The Roanoke Mining and Milling'
Coinpuny buve purchased from E. L.
United States District Judge Hortate U proposed.
N. Foster the Colorado, Gilniun, Glen-dalace W. Vaughn of Honolulu declured
The project for the creation of PyrGlrard, Honiestake and Treasfrom the bench recently that he would amid county out of the southern half
see that action is Instituted to denat- of Grant county, with Lordsburg as the ure Vault lodes, and are arranging
citizen who is county seat, likely to be the Only for an uctlve campaign of development
uralize any foreign-borreported to him to be a believer in tho county division measure before the during the coining summer.
A report on the examination of the
doctrines of anarchy or Bolshevism.
present Legislature, was Introduced in
The Announcement from New York the House by Barnes of Bernalillo, mining possibilities of the fluorspar
that representatives of British and Republican f'oor leader. The comity's district of Jlnitown, Boulder county,
American oil, mining and cattle in- north boundary would be almost par- by M.
MacCarthy, a metallurgical
terests In Mexico were coming io allel with the north boundary of Litna expert of Denver, presented to the
'Paris to lay their claims before the county. It is estimated Its asssssed Colorado Manufacturers' Association,
peace conference is attracting much valuation would be about' $13,000,000, goes deeply Into the extent of the deattention in American government leaving some $27,000,000 for Grant posits, tlie value of the ores, the
circles, and is' causing speculation as county. The new county ' would In- processes for separating their various
to how Mexico affairs may be
clude the entire mileage of the E. P. metallic contents and declares that
& S. W. and Southern Pacific railroads profits may be derived from mining
if at all.
cud milling them.
The Federation of Union Workers, now in Grant county.
Hotise Joint Resolution No. 3, which
he most powerful labor organization
Another oil boom in Larimer counin the Mexican republic, has appointed was introduced in the Legislature and ty has developed In the last few days,
a committee to take up with other addressed to Walter D. Hi lies, director Ibis time In the extreme northeast
workers' organizations throughout 'the general of the railroads of the country, corner of the county, west of Carr. It
republic the question of uniting all the seeks to have the passenger fares on Is based on the filing of leases by the
labor organizations of Mexico into one the railroads controlled by the feder Roxunna Company covering a large
confederation. The leaders in this al government In 7ew Mexico reduced acreage in the Round Butte or Siigat
movement were delegates to t,he re- to three cents per mije.
Loaf mountain field.
cent
Labor Conference
Display of red or black flags or any
Recently the- Fifty Goia jwmeg Cor
in Laredo, Texas'.
oilier colors or Insignia of any associporation at Black Hawk was taken
governEl Pueblo, a
ation opposed to organized governover and 'work has begun on cleaning
ment organ, states that the epidemic ment Is prohibited in a bill introduced up the property. The "240" has also
of Influenza, In the state of Oaxaca in the House of the New Mexico Leg- been purchased by Eastern men. The
alone has claimed 21,000 lives.
islature. Both fine and Inll sentence Fairfield, at the head of Russell gulch,
may be Imposed for violation.
la being opened by Eastern capital
-
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WASHINGTON
Gen. John Moulder Wilson,' U. S.
A., retired, died at his home In Washington after an Illness of several
months. General Wilson was chief of

engineers during the Spanish-Amer- i
can war.
Democrats and Republicans in the
Senate joined In criticising the new
British embargo on imports and calling attention to the el'ft it woul'd
have, on American ii.ustry last
week.
The United States was ready to
increase its fighting force to 7,131,-17- 2
men during 1919 if the war had
continued, Provost Marshal General
Crow'der stated in his annual report
to Congress.
Secretary Baker is urging the
abandonment of fourteen of the sixteen national guard cumps and the
purchase of all national guard cantonments, before the House military
committee."'
Louis Swift, cross examined before
the Senate agricultural committee at
Washington,
was asked by Senator
Norrls why Swift and Company's
earnlngsjast year showed a falling off
wuen me inree swirt uompaDles
tdiowed an enormous increase In the
operation of tlufir stocks.
Senator
Norrls read a newspaper statement
showing that these stocks gained In
market value $140,310.000.
The total strength of the United
States army on Nov. 11, when the
trmiatice was signed, was 3,703,273
officers and men, including the marine corps on duty with the army in
Europe.
The $0,000,000,000 war revenue bill,
the greatest tax measure in the history of the world, was formally presented In the bouse and will he
called up shortly.
John Skelton .Williams has been
nominated by President Wilson for
toother term as controller of currency.
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sums of money nre spent In educational
and experimental work. Engaged li

Demonstration
"'1
Experimental
farms, and lu the agricultural colleges;
are meli of the highest technical knowledge and practical experience, some being professors of international reputation. The results of experiments and
tests are free and available to all. EdAims and Ideals of the United ucational opportunities for furmers are-thconcern of the Government and
States and Canada
appreciation Is shown by the number of
Soon Be Signed.
farmers who attend the free courses.
, Agriculture In Cunudn has reached a
The war Isuiver, peace will soon be high standard, notwithstanding which
signed, the lighting
nations have lands nre low In price.
Thus upon the United States nnd
sheathed their swords, anTl the day of
Canada for' many yours will rest th
reconstruction has come.
great burden of feeding the world.
What of It I
men,
tuk With free Interchange of travel, diffHundreds of thousands of
en frtmi the Ileitis of husbandry, from iculties of crossing and recrosslng rethe ranks of labor, from the four walls moved, Canada may look for a speedy
ot the counting house, nnd the con resumption of the large Influx of setlines of the workshop, taken from them tlers from the United States which preto do their part, their large part, in vailed previous to the war. During
the prevention- of the spoliation of the the wor period there was a dread of
world, and In the meantime romoved something, no one seemed to know
from the gear of common everyday what : if the American went to Canada
life, will be returning, only to find In he might be conscripted, put In prison,
many enses old positions tilled, the or In his attempt to cross the border he
machinery .with which they were for would meet with Innumerable difficulties, most of which, of course, was unmerly uttached dislocated.
Are they lo become aimless wan true. These untruths were circulated
derers, with ,the ultimate possibility for a purpose by an element, which. It
-,
of augmenting an army of menacing was discovered had an Interest in. foloafers? If they do It It I because their inentlng and creating trouble and disability to assist In. laying new founda: trust between two peoples whose lantloris, In building up. much required guage nnd alms In life should be anyMen thing but of an unfriendly character.
structures, is underestimated.
The draft law of, the i United iState
fought,
who have fought as they have
who have risked and faced dangers as adopted for the carrying out of
purposes had In view by the Unitthey have, are. not of the caliber likely
kept many from going t
ed
Stutes
to flinch when It comes to the resto
ration of what the enemy partially de Canada during the period of the war.
stroyed, when It conies to the rccon the citizen army of the United State
truetlou of the world the Ideals of was quickly mobilized, and contained
which they had In view when they took a large percentage of the young men
part In the great struggle whose Divine from the farms. In this way many
purpose was to bring about this re were prevented from going to Camtda.
That Is all over now. There are no
construction.
real or imaginary restrictions ; there I
Inured to toll, thoughtless
trained In initiative and hardened by no draft law to Interfere. On the con
their outdoor existence they will re trary there is an unfathomable depth
turn better and stronger men, boys of good feeling, and the long existing
will have matured and young men will friendship is stronger than ever. This
has been brought about by the knowlhave developed.
,They will decide of themselves, lines edge of what had been done In the re
of action and thought, aud what their cent great struggle; ' each vying "With
future should nnd will be. On the the other in giving credit for what wait
In thought and feeling.
field of battle they developed alertness accomplished.
and wisdom, and they will return with in language. In alms in life, in work.
in desire to build up a new world,
both shedding from eveiy pore.
Action was their
and It will there has been bred a kinship which Is
stand them In good stead now that the as indissoluble as time itself. Adverdin of the battle no longer rings in tisement.
their ears., or the zero hour signals
The Kind.
them to the fray, nnd It will continue
"The girls use such loud makeup."
during their entire existence.
But If they return to find their old "Yes; why 'don't they take more to
avocation gone, their places filled, the noiseless powder?"
Institutions with which they were con
It Is foolish for a man to kick him
nected no longer exist, new walks of
when he Is down.
self
life and employment must be opened
to them. It may be that the counting
house, the factory, the workshop will
have lost their attraction. The returnA
!
ed soldier will look elsewhere for em
ployment ; within his reach there Is al
"
ways the
ne
Gravel and Kidney Stone Caused
cessity. In this lies the remedy that
Intense Suffering
Doan's
will not only take cure of a multitude
of those who may not be able to return
Quick Care.
Brought

IE! ElEliii

the-hig-

'

TerriWeOrdeal

"Forwurd-to-the-Land-

r
to
occupations, whose de-res nre not to do so. whose health
prohibits them from Indoor life or
whose outdoor htiblts from the past
one, two, three or four years have
given them such a taste and desire
for It that confinement would be unbearable. Farm life will' thus appeal
to them, and the Indications are that it
will be taken advantage of by thou
sands. It means much to them as well
as to the Continent of America that
provides the opportunity to the world
at large, and to the stricken and fam- shed nations of Europe, who, not only
today, but for years to come, will re
quire the sustenunce that can only
argel y be supplied by the United
States and Canadá. By following the
pursuit of agriculture the returned
soldier will continue the cause he so
greatly advanced when fighting on the
field of battle. Both countries- - hove
undeveloped areas yet open to settlement.
There is III tie need here to direct
attention, to the wealth that has coinej
o the farmers of Canada within the
past few years. It is not only In grain
growing that, unqualified and almost
unequaled success has followed honest
effort, but. the raising of horses,
cattle, sheep and hogs has been large
source of profit. These nre' facts that
are well known to (he many friends
and acquaintances of the thousands of
farmers from the United States who
have acquired wealth on the prairies
of Western. Canada. Farms of from
one hundred and sixty to six hundred
and forty acres of the richest soil may
be secured on reasonable terms, and
with an excellent climate, with a school
system equal to any In the world, and
desirable social conditions, little else
could he asked.
Canadian statesmen nre today busily
engaged planning for the future of the
returned soldier with a view to making
Klin independent of state help after the
their-forme-

immediate necessary assistance has
been grunted, the main Idea being, to
slioiv In the fullest degree the country's
appreciation of the services he ha
rendered.
But, now that the war Is ended, and
(he fact apparent that of all avocations
the most profitable and Independent
Is that of the farmer, there will be
strong desire to secure farm lands for
cultivation. Vanada offers the opportunity to those seeking, not as specula?
tlon but us production.
The deepest
interest Is taken by Federal and Pro- Inclul authorities to further the wel
fare of the farmer and secure a maxi
Large
mum return for his efforts.

semi-offici-
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J. Turecek, 4332 Eichelburger
St. Louis, Mo., says: "I was
taken with a terrible pain across the
back and every move 1 made, it felt
like a knife being driven into my back
and twisted around, it lasted about
half an hour, but toon came back and
with it another affliction. The kidney
secretions negan to pain
me; the flow was scanty
and burned like fire when
I had severe
fiassing.
my bladder
got badly inflamed, too,
and 1 noticed little particles of gravel in the derations. Doan't Kidney
Pillt had been recommended to me and I besan their use. The first Mr. Tmctk
half box brought relief and I passed
a stone the size of a pea. It was a
terrible ordeal and afterwards a sandy
sediment and particles of gravel settled
in the urine. I got more of the pills
and they cured me. The inflammation
left and there was no more pain oV
gravel. I now sleep well, eat well and
my kidneys act normally.
Doan'
Kidney Pili alone accomplished this
wonderful cure."
"Pubwribed and sworn to befora me,"
JAMES M. SMITH, Notary Public.
Cut Doa's at Any Stor, 60c a Boa
Edw.

Ave.,

DOAN'S
CO

FOSTER-MILBUR-
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BUFFALO, N. Y.

Every Woman Knows
that clean, snow-white

clothes are a constant
source pf pleasure.

Red Cross Bag Blue
1

Mm

if used each
week pre- -

serves the
cioines ana
makes them

look

like new.

Try it and see
for yourself.

vffiL

All cood grocert
tell it (
5 cents

a package.

Persistent
Coughs
re

dangerous.
Get prompt relief from
Fuo's. Stop Irritation; oo tiling. E&atiT
young
safa
for
and
and old. Ha opiates in

THE
sembllng lied Hiding Hood, which
they also cut oat and mounted. Thus,
with the wolf nnd the flowers and the
little girl, they were able to 'picture
out the whole story, all from materials which would otherwise have
been destroyed.
I think it is their
kindergarten training which has developed such ingenuity In the chil-

Kindergarten

Helps for Parents
Article Issued fry th Department
of tht Interior. Bureau of Education
and thm
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TEACHING OBEDIENCE
By MRS. ISABEL S. WALLACE.
How many things can be made by
folding ordinary wrapping paper ! SoA garden la a place where a plant ldier caps for small boys kept them
receives the nurture It needs for its amused a long time. A houso and furdollies make
development, the proper amount of niture with a few cut-obeat, light and moisture. So a kinder- such busy little girls. After all It Is
the simplest thing that mnkes children
garten may be thought of as ati
where each child Is supplied happiest.
When at my mother's home one
with the right conditions for Its developmentno forcing nor. pushing, time my little girl folded nnd cut a
v house, ;wlti(lows, doors and all.
Her
Just a natural. unfolding of life.
delighted and the
Considering
how much a child grandmother was
show,
learns during his first six years, how little one said : "We'll keep It to
Important It becomes that he should grandpa and I guess he'll say I am a
be supplied with Just the right ma- smart Tot tie." With a little thought
terial and the most intelligent super- mothers can learn how to fold and
tench thejc children to fold a number
vision!
of things. It Is excellent pructlee. In
All the virtues are developed In
accuracy and neatness, besides affordkindergarten. The first and most Imsomething.
portant one is obedience. We mothers ing the Joy of making
nil the
a
regular
kindergarten
In
know how dlfllcult it is to establish
ibis habit. Now the kindergarten be sets of blocks, which are of different
lieves that a child may be led into sizes, are kept in boj;es with covers,
carefully
obedience without being forced into and each child" puts his away
cover
It and it uses many devices to and correctly or else the
are
(the
sets
fit.
will
all
Then
not
strengthen the habit of obedience dur- coilected
and packed In a closet by a
ing the early years.
few of the children. Children love to
One of the ways In which kludness
help keep things In order and enjoy
Is taught In the klndergurten Is to
doing it.
have the children prepare and give
At home, also, a child should have
and
day
gifts at Easter, Valentine's
a
place for his toys. A playroom Is
Slay day.
idea), but if this cannot be provided,
through
developed
Courtesy
is
some place Rurely can be found, even
games and stories.
In a small flat, which a child may
The habit Of orderliness Is started have for his very own to keep his
by requiring the children to put their toys In.
From the age of sixteen
playthings away neatly when they are months I Insisted that my little girl
through with them, and hey Instinct- put her toys away" neatly. We began
ively acquire n sense of order from it ns play, and now it Is a habit. Of
the orderly procedure followed in the course, sometimes she Is In very much
plays and games and work.
of a hurry to do something else, but
Kiddies Love Stories.
the toys are put away In the end. We
The storlesNused in kindergarten made her a large drygoods box, stand
are such as all children love to hear. ing up on end. My husband put cheap
experts in child castors on it and two shelves across
They are written-bstudy, and prepared and told in an in- It. There all the small toys are. kept
teresting manner. While they are al- The blocks have their own boxes; the
ways amusing and delightful, they small things have baskets; and cray
also contain a vital truth which sinks ons, pictures and papers go into a
leep into the subconscious mind, Im- box with a cover. All of them fit into
perceptibly teaching the children the shelves; also the animals, dolls'
Miiue important' moral or ethical les- trunks, washtuba and. many other such
son.
We mothers little know how things.
Teaching Good Order.
much of the courtesy, cheerfulness
and gentleness which our little ones
One day when my child was not at
seem naturally to possess may be home, a little girl came In for a visit.
traced back to some impressions made I took her Into the playroom and left
upon their plastic minds through these her there very happy. After a short
When I restories.
time she went home.
. The music and songs of the kinder- turned to the plnyroom I found everygarten appeal strongly to the child. thing so scattered over the floor that
All that the child feels within he there was hardly room to walk. The
nust be given frequent opportunity next time the little gM camei I had a
to express wfthoilt, for, "as 'Froebel talk with her. I have made it a rule,
says, even affection may die In a child and it Is a hard rule to keep, for some
If not properly nourished.' The fol- mothers are offended, that if a child
lowing song is part of a game in which will not help put away the toys carethe children play they are gathering fully when he Is rendy to go home,
flowers for father's birthday:
then he cannot come back to play
with that toy again until he Is ready
The Flower Basket.
to do what. I ask. My little girl wai
"Weave the little basket, fill It up with playing at a neighbor's a few days
poste,
It was time to come home
Rose from tha garden, blossom from later. When
I. went for her. The children were
the wood.
"With our birthday wishes, with our songs cutting out pictures and had made a
and kisses, .
dreadful inuss on the table, chairs
Give It to the father, dear and kind
and floor. I told my little girl to help
and good.
pick them up before putting on her
With smiles ant with singing,
Our gift we are bringing;
things. The mother said : "Ob. that
Rut love Is the treasure
all right, Sadie never picks tip scraps;
We give without measure.
I do that. So don't make your little
Emily Huntington Miller.
girl do it." And my child smiled and
A child' feels a great deal which he calmly said: "It's all right, mother,
Froebel I don't have to pick up here." Then
cannot express In, words.
noted' the' restlessness of ' the Uttle I told the mother about my rule and
child and his constant use of his explained that It wasn't mere crank!
Stands, He therefore devised a series ness on my part, but a desire to forra
of occupations appropriate to tms good habits in the children.
mental stage. Ella Flagg Young said
All children are naughty at times
to be trained eft., and It is so hard to know bow to deal
that the chlld-min- d
clently must have much emotional as instlv with them. One day when I
well as purely academic or Intellectual was very busy my little girl came in
She spoke of the Indus- from plnying in the garden.
experience.
J' suppose
trial work of the school as giving this she was tired and hungry, but she did
In Its most wholesome form and said not herself know what was the matthat every time the child's hand grasp ter. She began to try a new klnj of
ed a tool with which he might work naughtiness, lying down on the floor.,
out an Idea he badián emotional Im- kicking and screaming nnd saying
pulse that benefited him. Now the naughty things to me. I Vas amazed,
child in kindergarten is given ma- and quite puzzled as to how to treat
terial and tools and allowed to work such a proceeding. At first I ignored
out his own ideas, Thus the powers her, but she kept it up. I asked a few
nf Imagination and creatlveness are questions In a kindly way, but that
kept alive Instead of being allowed to seemed to fan the flume. I was busy,
tile oflt, perhaps never to appear In a hurry, warm and tired and began
many to gefr very angry. ;
again, as Is, the case; with-,-speople;
Controlling Temper.
, Want to Make Things.
Nevertheless I realized that if I could
Such construction work has helped not control my temper, I could not ex
child to do so. So
my children greatly, for, after they pect a flve-- ear-olcorae home from kindergarten, they I pondered over what to do. Finally I
always want to make things, and If I went and picked her up nnd carried
supply material, appreciation and In- her to a chair where we both' sat, or
terest In what they are doing, they flopped down, ns it was no easy task
pass many busy hapry hours during carrying a kicking, crying mas of huthe afternoons in severe winter manity. I never said a word, but
weather when it is too cold to play rocked her quietly. After a little while
outdoors. It has developed their In- she stopped, and I began to. sing softgenuity to a remurkable extent, until ly. She almost went to sleep. Then 1
and
now they see possibilities in almost knew she was ' nply over-tireeverything.
I was so thankful that I had not InFor instance, from the cards found dulged my own temper In any way.
in milk chocolate packages they cut After a short time we had lunch and
out the pretty bouses and barns, theu she went fo bed for her afterinount them on stands and make vil- noon nap. She slept hours, repairing
lages. '
the wasted energy and her nerves In
She has nevei' tried
They cut away one end of a gelatin blessed sleep.
Itox put gables on the other end, and that trick again.
cut doors and windows in the sides.
I And a word of praise goes so much
From oatmeal boxes they cut out farther than blame, and the bright
the man, and also cut out eyes give back such a grateful look.
the ligure-oLast autumn my little girl began to
the letters for making little words or
She loves the
go to kindergarten.
learning the alphabet.
In n picture book which they had work and Is always so proud to show
themselves colored and become tired what she has made. I was very anxof they found pictures of n wolf nud ious for her to go, as she wus shy
some flowers. These they cut out and and needed to learn "team work" and
mounted On an old calendar they to rub up against ether children In orfound a picture of a little girl re- - der to polish Ihe corners.
By MRS. LOUISE. GULDLIN SIMEN.
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Document Has Been
Restored and Now Rests
in Courthouse' Where It
Was Filed for Probate in

.

'

.

i

TIIK emilversnrv of the birth of
...
ueorge ...
wnsmngton comen .....ii nnd
the whole nation pauses to pay
memory of
4k.....
nn.
l tn
tlUUIlC Ul I
lr tVio
the greatest figure of American history, the realization is foced home
that Washington lives iuthe hearts
t
of the people so vividly beefiuse,
his intensely human traits.
The American public of today does
not worship a remote, legendary hero,
whose glories, gather luster through
the effusions of flattering songs and stories, but
is on Intimate terms of acquaintance with Its
Idolized first president through the most trustletworthy agency, thnt of his own
ters nnd documents. Through the strides of modern progress nnd the discovery of remarkable
paper surgery, fiO.OOO or more private and
reports
official letters, addresses, documents,
repaired
nccoHnts have .been collected,
an
and hound into volumes, 400 of them, and we an
cesslble'to those who wish to peruse them In the
big library of congress In the Interest of research.
But the most Important of till tbe papers penned
by Washington, nnd the one which, throughout Its
entire length, is the most perfect reflection of
him as n man of a An ins and of business, is his
last will and testament, almost the last locumertf
penned by, his hand, written about five months
before his death. After many and varied vicissitudes this marvelous paper has been repaired
and saved to posterity by being safely deposited
in a steel vaul In Fairfax courthouse, where It
was presehted for probate In 1800.
S

A.

hund-wrltte-

loved life and crowded Into his
years many and varied Interests. Through
a perusal of only a few of the hundreds of letters
written to him nud by him, it Is seen that he enjoyed all outdoor sjmrts and games, was proficient
in most of them, gambled on horses, cards, cocks
nnd lotteries, speculated In lands nud stocks,
danced almost until the year of his death, loved
theaters, teas, receptions and all social amusements. Though he made constant use of wines
on his table, moderation and method were the
precept and principle of his life, and these traits
are forcefully 'illustrated In the 24 pages of his
will, which he prepared without legal aid, though
contrary to his usual "forethought In leaving this
duty until so late In life. Kvery line of It bears
mute testimony to his efficiency In business and
his sense of responsibility, nnd it shows that he
spent considerable time In its preparation, for In
disposing, of bis various properties, in bequests to
relatives he went Into great detuil.
"
The will was signed July l, 1780, and was
filed for probate at the county sent of the county'
in A'irginia In which Washington had lived find
died January CO, 1800, being presented in open
Samuel
court by George Sfeptoe Washington,
Washington and Lawrence Lewis, thrc rt rite
Washington

sixty-s-

even

executors.
For i long time ft reposed In the office of the
clerk' at Fairfax Court House, but with the cond
fusion of the Civil war it was removed to
with other valuable papers and there lost
for a time. it. 'being rumored tfcat It had been
picked up by a federal soldier rind soJd abroad,
However, It eventimlly turned up at Fairfax Court
House again much the worse for Its travels and
.
.
experiences.
Then, for a number of years, it was freely
handled by visitors nnTI historians, until the
edges became frayed, great holosappeared. and
almost ev?iy sheet split In the creases, and the
Ink, though good, faded from the light and" exltlcli-inon-

posure.
When It honn apparent thnt' steps should be
taken to hold the torn sheets together, some one
In authority In Fairfax turned the will over to a
wo'hmn resident to be mended, which she did most
literally nnd most disastrously with" t coarse
needle nnd equally coarse thread. Consequently-thneedle holes and heavy thread soon worked
still greater havoc thi'"Ugh the carefully worded
pages.
Then a group of men interested In the collection nnd preservation of historic documents,
headed by Lawrence Washington, sought to have
the paper turned over to the government, so that
the experts of the state department might have
a chance' to repair and deposit It for
ing, along with other Important papers of the
government.
lint the Virginia authorities refused
to permit the manuscript to leave Fairfax Court
House, and consequently the aid of the state de- safe-keep- -'

AWteXOIWlXtJWGroflJ Mil 3VMJT WAJfiPAJX
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partment pnper surgeons was rendered unavailable.
As a labor of love and appreciation for the his-- ,
torlcal value of the document and Its famous
author, the library of congress finally volunteered
to send Its most expert manuscript repairer down
to Fairfax to make the repairs nnd put the 24
pages Into a condition that would insure them
against further destruction. 'Thlti entailed the
shipping to Fairfax of considerable equipment,
'
including a henvy press,
'
To put the battered paper In good condition required 10 days of the most palustaking work on
the part of William Berwlckthe library's skilled
manuscript mender, who made dally trips to the
quaint old courthouse.
The first step toward
restoration áfter he had photographed evert one
of the ragged pages was setting the ink. This
was done by a liquid procesador bath designed to
prevent further fading. Then' each ohev of he
sheets wag backed or mounted upon crepellne, á
sort of transparent durable silk gauze, which allowed any reasonable amount of handling. Then
came an endless amount of scraping, patching,
pnsting nnd cutting which only the deftest, most'
expert fingers could do, and the results would not
have been se remarkably satisfactory but for a
most fortunate circumstance.
When it came to grafting new material Into the
old manuscript to replace the old which had been
worn away, the great problem lay In finding new
material thnt would match In texture and color
.(hat upon which the will was written. Mr. Berwick was In despair as to where to find paper for
the patches which would make the will look as
good ns new, when by a lucky chance In a secondhand book store in Washington a number of blank
sheets of the writing paper which George Washington had made especially for his personal use
were discovered.
This was exactly what was
wanted nnd now, unless one holds the sheets of
the restored will In such a position thnt the bright
light will shine through them, there Is no way of
telling where Jlhe old part, or rather the original
part, leaves off and the grafted sections begin.
When Mr. Berwick completed his task, which
ost the Fairfax authorities nothing, the sheets
of the document, mounted upon cardboard, bound
In the form of n book mounted with a handsome
red levant, cover, were placed In n steel fireproof
and burglarproof safe constructed especially for
the purpose. In accordance with the specification
of the government lofllclnls.
The will, which has been, called the most valuable relic of any left to posterity by the fnther
of his country more valuable than the swords
hooks, furniture or china, In view of the fact thnt
it more faithfully portrays the mind of the man
himself, reflecting his personality as nothing else
could do so perfectly, opens ns follows:

tember 22, 1800. This will Is not nearly so Ion
nor so Involved as that of General Waihington.
It was probated In 1802 by George Washington
Parke Custls and Thomas Teter, two of the executors. It was taken up with the disposition of
household effects and provisions for the education
of her relatives. .Three granddaughters, four
nieces, her grnndson, four nephews, a grandniece
and other distant relatives and friends are mentioned. To them she gave paintings, town lots
and to nearly all of them she gave from five to
ten guineas with wlilch to buy rings.
One of the odd provisions was: "It Is my will
and desire that Ann Marian, Waslilngton, daughter
of my niece, be put Into handsome mourning at
my death at the expense of my estate, and I beÍ
queath to her ten guineas to buy a ring."
Another unusual order reads: "It Is my will
gnd desire that all of the wipe in bottles In the
vaults be equally divided between nijr grand-1
daughters and grandson, to tach of whom
f
bequeath ten guineas to buy a rng for each,"
All of the family pictures, ''except a few specifically. mentioned, were left to George Washington Tarke Custls, and to him went a large oolleo
tlon'of household furnishings, Including beds,
water coolers, china nnd furniture. Specinl pro- .
vision was made for the education of three neph-who were to be fitted In "some useful
Dws,
trade," and she made a further provision that
100 pounds be given to each to set him up in his
--

The belated return of these two famous documents, so essentlnlly personal aqd human In theii
contents, to' the little courthouse where they wew
both' filed for probate over a century ago has
made of Fairfax Court House another Mecca foi
tourist, nnd ft Is rapidly falllty
the history-lovinInto line after Mount Vernon nnd Alexandria Id
j
point of popularity.
g

that:

.New York state had no part In the election oi
the first president of the United States. Forsom.
years following the establishment of the federal
government, the legislatures of most of the states
chose the presidential electors, the people voting
for them only iudlrectly, their choice being ea
pressed by their votes for legislators. A deadloc
between the senate and the assembly prevented
the selection of electors from New York state
Khode Island and North Carolina had not ye
wa
ratltled the Constitution, so Washington
elected the first time by the votes of only ten ol
the lit states.
New York city was the scene of the first lnaugt
Washington took the oath
ration, however.
the portico of Federal hall, on the present site ol
the snbtreasury, at Wall and Nassau streets, Apr!',
.10, 1789.
Immediately following this ceremony b
retired within the building nnd delivered an ad
dress to congress, which mei In Federal hall it
those days. John Adams,, the second president
also nddressed congress In 'person, but Jeffersol
broke tho custom which l'resldent Wilson has re
vived. Jefferson stigmatized, that iorm of addres
as monarchical and put his, message In writing.
'"..-:-'
New York Sun.-

.!

,

To my beloved wife, Martha Washington, I give and
bequeath the use and benefit of my entire estate, real
and personal, for the term of her natural life, except
such parts thereof, as are specifically disposed of.

He also ordered

'

-

'

BUILT FROM HIS OWN PLANS.

his body be interred "In a

that

quiet manner, without parade or funeral oration."
One clause, which has been extensively quoted,
is as follows:
deUpon the decease of my wife It Is my will and
In my own rlsht
hold
I
which
slaves
the
all
that
sire

shall receive tlelr freedom.

Concerning the disposition of his slaves, the
gave more explicit directions thtm to any
olher part of his estate, and he especially directedbe sold outside of Vlrthat none of
glnln.
He directed that his debts, which he said were
"punctual-- :
"few nnd none of great magnitude,'1 be
also
He
attention
called
paid."
speedily
ly nnd
to the faci that many of the young men of the
United States were being sent abroad to foreign
countries to be educated- and wVre contracting
habits of .dissipation and principles unfriendly to
republican government. To aid In stopping this
company tohe gnve DO shares In 'the Potomac
ward the endowmentof a university within the
District of Columbia under the auspices of the
He also made provision in
general government.
his will for the construction of n new family vnult
at Mount Vernon, ,n which might beJpluced the
remains of himself and his near relatives.
The will may be seen through the glass side of
the vault in which It is deposited, before which
Imng heavy green curtains to exclude the light.
Fairfax Court House is doubly rich In view of
the fnct that it no.w.ajso treasures the will of
Martha Washington, also relumed td It after"
It was signed on Sep
many years of wandering.
them-shoul-

'

;

f

CHOICE OF BUT TEN STATES.

I, Gorge Washington, of Mount Vernon, a citizen of
the United States and lately president of the same, do
make, ordain and declare this Instrument, which la
written with my own hand and every, paite thereof
subscribed with my name to be my last will and testament, revoking all others. '

Jn It he directs

'4

trade.

At the late date of.lS27''a wish expressed' b
George Washington In ld will was obeyed. Hi
had called attention to Ijis selection of a spot fot
a new tomb for himself 'ami family and those ol
ihe family already burled lit the old vault. Th
old tomb- was dlsndvantageously situated on tin
side of a hill which was subject' to landslides
For the new vault he specified not only the spot
but also dimensions and materials. According t
.these, his own plans,. a tomb was built, and hit
nnd Mrs. Washington's bodies were trnnsferre
to it, along with the remains In the old vault o:
other members of the family. The latter wen
iiurjed within tho vault, out of sight, while tht
bodies of General and. Mrs. Washington are i
stone coffins above the ground, wlUin plant vlei
between a grated Iron doorway.

-

REALISTIC.

'

I

"You have a realistic picture, to advertise yotii
breakfast fool."
i
"Almost too realistic. A goat came along atMl
ale one right tflf the billboard." Louisville Coup
,

l.

PERPLEXITY.
"

"You'-useto promise anything that mlglil
please ihe voter's fancy."
"Yes," observed Senator Sorghum. "I don't try
that any more. Voters are getting so notioiuiti
you can't even tell wliat kind of n promise is go
lug to suit theie i.iitcy."

.

KICK

HfOIHTl

AD(;i

ST

5", 1912,

the owner the 7 head of horses
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
left on my pasturegrounds for JO
EDlTOn AND PUBLISHER
months would kindly pay the
and expense for adpasture-bil- l
SiKrip'.ion $1.50 Pr Year
remove said horsand
vertising,
iriatter at the
Entered as
immeadiately.
Please pay ates
postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.
will be
matter
or
this
tention
Officials.
County
to
turned over
Modified Form of Slavery.
iA. E. Stolbcrg,
There is no lcíil iimV formal sla7
7
Miles East from Roy.
try in miy Christian ctrwitry. It
second-clas-

s

.

sur-viv-

in n mild form in most Mohammedan coi.iili ics. Tin? pcimnse sys-

WANTED -- Girl or woman to

tem oi
countries is not
du light housekeeping for small
much different: from slavery, but rests
upon ;i different, theory. The peon Is family at Abbott, Apply to- -.
Tiot suppo-- i (i lo lie owned as pniirt'Vly;
R. E. Alldredge at F. M. Co.
to he working ,ro pay a
lie is nippH-sedebt which In' ov.es the Muster,
'

u

RENTER WANTED For 320
acre, well improved farm, with
Staude good shallow well, wind mill, 2
FOR
Ford tanks, big barn and good house.
for
Attachment
Tractor
3 miles from town.
eSee
SeCar.
Roy,
N. M.
L.
Deubler,
E.
Roy N. M.
G. Kitchell
SALE:---Chea-

Public Sale

NOTICE- -I hereby wish to notify that Mr. Carrol Johnson or

The Spanish - American

p,

DR. A..E. FAIRBANKS.
Optician and Ophthalmolgist
of Raton New Mexico, Will
be at Roy, Feb. 19th, for a
Day orTwo.
He will treat through proper

Spiritual Princes.
There were i'liristiaiis in Treves as
early as the second century, nnd it had
a bishop ns early as 314. The archbishops of Treves became one of the
leading spiritual prims of the early
German empire. The Treves of today
Is a rich and active city of possibly
75,000 souls, a show city, a shrine city,
nnd one In which the Yankee tourists
should find much to interest them.

correction all chronic troubles
resulting from eye strain. The
world's greatest OphthalmoloWell, if he wants to leave, let
gists and Neurologists claim him go but go and buy his teams
eighty-fiv- e
per cent of all chron- cáttle and machinery, and keep
ic diseases are the results of
them here anyway. We're talkeyes, which can be cured ing about A. D. Fisher's sale 25
in most cases by proper correct- miles north of Roy, Feb. 19th.
ion of vision and diet.
Putty Substitute.
I will be pleased to have those
A cheap tind effective subttitute for
afflicted call on me during my
In floors and
putty, to stop the
stay. You can rest assured I will woodwork, may becracks
obtained by. soakbe just as frank in telling you if ing newspapers In a paste made of
nothing can be done as I will if pound of flour in three ''quarts ef water and adding a teaspoonful of alum.
there can.
ct

will offer at Public Auction,
farm 18 miles Nirth of Mills,
12 N. of Abbott, N.M., o- nI

Company
paid, say, 13 dollars per hundredweight for live beef cattle
last year, the profit was only
13 cents! In other words, if we
hacf paid $13.13, we would have
made no profit.
Or, if we had received a
quarter of a cent per pound less
for dressed beef we would have
made no profit
It is doubtful whether any
other business is run on so close
a margin of profit
This is bringing the producer
and the consumer pretty close
together which should be the
object of any industry turning-ramaterial into a useful form.

When Swift

ft

r

&

This remarkable showing is due to
enormous volume, perfected facilities
(packing plants strategically located,
branch houses, refrigerator cars, etc.),
and an army of men and women
chosen and trained to do their specialv
work.
This, and many other points of
interest, are found in the Swift ft
Company Year Book for 1919, just
published which is brought out for the
public as well as for the 25,000 Swift

T-- 2

at

Seneca STOCK FOOD, 10
Percent Off for the. next 30
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock days.
A. M. sharp, the following propFAIRVIEW PHARMACY.

Wed. Feb. 19,' 19

erty to wit Come early and go
home early.

Anuid
In

,

ft Company shareholders.
The Year Book also represents the
packer's side of the Federal Trade
Commission investigation, upon which
Cqngress is asked to base action
against the industry.
Many who have never heard the
packer's side are sending for the Year
Book.

one? Merely mail
Would
address
to the Chicago
your name and
come to you.
will
office and the book
you like

16Horses&Mules

Plumlee Hospital

mother

Swift

&

Company

Union Stock Yards, Chicago
is

' ..

i,.

Jiu'.i

pct'iji

jij
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Ii:r---

any-thin;- .'
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CHRISTIAN

d

i'i his th. y baby broth-
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-

ROY

l;b'
un'

kfcplr.g
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".vii

;i,

i!h' np::rt:iieiit.
loH it ni. Ule
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tti-p-

A

in'.'o-
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car-Av.;- :'

ut

El Dorado Hotel

16 Cattle

MISCELLANEOUS

Corn.
Cane hay, and Millet.
Corn-Fodde-

r,

5 Doz.

thoro-bred-

s,

6 hogs, 125 to 3001b
Best and biggest lot of
FARM MACHINERY

ever offered for sale on the mesa

Cough Remedy. This preparation has
been in use lor many years and its
No .matter what
value fully proven.
remedy you use, however, tare must
be taken not to contract a second cold
before you have recovered from the
first one, and there is serious danger
of this. A man of middle age or older
should go to bed and stay in bed until
fully recovered.
It is better to stay
in bed three days at the start than
three weeks later on.

outfit of
Assisting Heredity.
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
A man's instincts. Intuitions, sensanew and modern, some vegetable tions nnd perceptions, and especially
his habits, are changed, improved nnd
cmned fruit and lard.
hereditary ten-

L Las

Vegas, N.M.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Cold
Water in Rooms
Hot and
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the?

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Service? 11. A. M.,
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Main Business, District
Will find thi3 the right place.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

J. B. LUSK

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholic
4th Sundays
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Tourists and

Land-Seeke- rs

A good and complete

Terms
months
USUAL TERMS:--1- 0
time without interest, 12 percent
from date if not paid when due,
10 off for cash over $10.00.
F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
E. G. PARKES. Clerk.

made to overcome his
dencies by the proper training of the
muscles.
With the impressions shot
into the other senses, nientnlly and
physically, impressions of the 'corrective, helpful, Improving sort, there Is
no renson In the world why the hereditary nature or certain weak or unstable Individuals cannot he aided and
lifted out of their possibly unhappy

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
NEW MEXICO

ROY

Y. P. S. C. E.

A. D. FISHER,
LUNCH.
Hew Phrate Originated.
people freThe
quently, when they see somebody dothey like, exclaim:
ing something
"That's the ticket," meaning that It Is
the proper method of procedure. The
real saying Is, "That Is the etiquette,"
or the right and proper way of doing.

6lnging Wires.
The Ringing of telegraph wires Is
sometimes regarded as a weather prognostic, though opinions differ ns'to the
kind of weather it foretells. There
has been much discussion us to the
cause of this sound. Probably It Is
simply the aeolian harp effect, nnd !ts
occurrence depends' chk'lly upon the
direction of the wind In relation to the
direction In which the wires run. Variations in the pitch of the sound depend tipnr. changes in the .tension of
the wires with varying tempera ture.

TIRE SALE

CASH

15 io DISCOUNT
For a limited time only we are

at a discount of 15 percent for Cash.
GOODYEAR, GOODRICH,
MOHAWK,MICHELlN,MANSFIELD,
FIRESTONE and IMPERIAL

Reg. Price

GOODYEAR

30XS

$15.80

Í13.H3

COO0RICH

n

$15.20

$12.92

$17,15

$14-5-

$17.05

$14,19

Free

,

J. M. WILSON,
SERVICES

ON SOLANO

1st and 3d Sundays
Mosquero,

Pastor
CIRCUIT
8.00 P. M

at

11

and LIVERY

Indigestion
Take a few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets as directed for indigestion,
and you will soon forget about your
stomach troubles. Try it.

Roy Telephone Co.
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

,

"

PHONE at Springér.

Solano, Mosquero.l Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Roy CityiExchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Alternative.
"Richard, are we oing to the
Blank's dance or not? If we are, it's
time for me to dress. If not, I must
put a inusturd itiasler on my chest and
ICO straight to bed."
Wine

ROY, N. M.

E

Rebekah, r Degree

Visiting Sisters welcome

J. W. BECK, Manager.
Prop's
Gilstrap
- r Bro's,

N. G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. imd 3rd. Friday ;
Everting each month
I. 0. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hohnbaker. N. G.
Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Sec,y.

NewMex.

oy Garage

'

wel-

come.

Proprietor

.

.

Evening

Wm. G.

A severe cold is often followed by a
rough cough for which Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has proven especially
Mrs. F. W. Olseh, Marys-vill- e,
valuable.
Mo., writes: "About two years
ago my little boy Jean caught a severe
cold and coughed dreadfully for days.
I tried a number of cough medicines
but nothing did him any good until I
gave him Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It relieved his cough right away
and before he had finished taking one
bottle he was cured. 1 think it is just
fine for children."

M.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Visiting Brothers always

At Reasonable Rates.

ROY;

A.--

Sundays at Libtrty, 11 A.M.
Solano, 3, P. M.
E. L.PRATT , Pastor,

Melville Floersheim,

Dreadful Cough Cured.

MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS AND RANCHES
I am still in the buisness bigger than ever, and am in a position to pay you on your loan as
quick a's any other Co. that is doing buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are made ; to please
you not ourselves.'
J. E. vVildman, Loan Agency

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

I.O.O.F.

Cars Housed and Cared for
.

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 a m and 7 :30 p m
Church

LODGE DIRECTORY

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11am and 7:30 p m.

SALE PRICE

SIZE

-

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

2nd & 4th

MAKE

MICHELIN

Methodist Episcopal Church

at Bradley,

PRICES

those for
need love and sympathy
whom we can make life less difficult
A"J that is what friendship means:
spending oneself for those one loves
r.i.d asking nothing in return. It is
"ouly he who Is unwilling to love without being loved" who Is likely to feel
that there is no such thing as true
friendship.

.Mrs. Jf. P. Reynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week. At presen
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

go-

ing to sell the following makes of Tires

MANSFIELD
Friendship.
No one Is so poor as the person who
Is going through life without friends.
None of ns needs to be In this sad
plight, for all around us are those who

Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President
MiSS LilXMfí Geinkr, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Rot, N. M., every Sundav evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

C. B. STUBBLEFIELD Go's

g

Multiplying and Progressing.
The most progressive .element' In
Colombia Is said to be, not the Spanish population or the natives, but a
Jewish people called Antioqulans, who
.have Old Testament names, raise lurge
families and are fast becoming the
dominant power In financial and political influence.

Rev. Fr. FELIX VAChON,
Priest in charge,.

,

state.

Office and Exchange,
Address

.:.!-

.

fnsil.imry

i !'

cr. One
Anead
eye in ih" kil'.v

1

.

;.

liiüt s'.jk

Fupt

Aberxathy,

O. R.
Fui! dxplanririn.
i:mJ ii:.f !";'., to

Services 2d Sunday of each
,00 PM.
month at 11 a. m.vi'l:::". wCí
'4th Sunday of each month at
suM : "In't
and :wí:i-- iIü liu'-New Mexico.
ROY,
shf i: sv.t'c; c;;!M:" A;:tvli, ii'l;;:nant, 11.00 a. m. and 8.mu p. m.
;n"i i,i Míe; us. n him,"
5 good young work Mules,
;. !;i.!:
Eyes Tested and Classes
Communion service at' the morn4 brood Mares, Registered
Fitted,
ing service.
Correctly
"Vilkes"STALLION, 6yrs.
PLUMLEE,
CARU3
PLEASANT VIEW
vt.l200Ibs. 3 fillies 2 horses
Physician in Charge.
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
Getting Kid of Co!ds
MILLS
Under new Management
Good Dairy cows and heifei.s and
11.00 a. m. 8PM.
Sunday
at
Proprietor.
get
to
Srd
way
Chapman,
Charles
The easiest and' quickest
young range heifers.
Heap.n, Pastor..
ritj of a cold is to take Chamberlain's
W.
0.

English-speakin-

13 Dollars
13 Cents

FOR SALE 1 Duroc Jersey
acre unim
FOR SALE-1- G0
Church Directory
weight
2
Shoats
and
Sow
Brood
proved land, two miles north of
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
about 80 lbs. each.
Solano.
M.
Roy
N.
C. A. Strawn,
E. J. Harvey
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
510 W. 20 St.
at1 Christian Churcn.
necessary.
Oklahoma Okla.
International, Le Gear's,&
is
enee
pre.'

y

'
True Veron
Cinderella.
Cinderella never hud a lass shoe.
This Is sail hut true. Tim pretty
story of ti, oimier (;irl em,ie from the
reiwU imd th? author
made Clndcrel.
la wenr u "imnl.Mjfle
valr," a slipper
made of "vnlr.-- .n
word which mrtnn
fur. ' íiere
Kiemii Word "verre"
uieuns jiiHSH, and U.e translator
-mistook vai.v
"V(.rr;.. I(mJ 0OD.
sequently
records Cinder Ella
as wearing : :;,m KHPP,r.

l.wy fr

tfi

THE

ri

Liberty Gara ge
Blacksmith & Machine Shop

n

Expert

J. I).

k;

Wood-Wor-

Tom. J. Taylor,

County Treasurer,

Complete" Index tcjA.il Lends and
'
Mora County.

'WF

ÍÍAVC A HEAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
a

:

J

&

Gas

&ik1

d

and

Cared For at

tti

3C

the EH SWtf Sec. 7; E NW
Sec. 18, Twp. 21N., Rng 28E., N. M.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land P. M., has filed notice of intention to
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above deFeb. 5, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Mrs, scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Eliza A, Ketoey, of Roy, N. M. who on N. M on the 18th day
of March, 1919.
Oct 25th 1915, made H. E. No. 02C934 Claimant names as witnesses:
31
for Lots 2 and 3. Sec,
Frank Gonzales, Daniel Gonzales,
Range

(na

Aci.

The man who opens an account at ,a bank 'is

o--

,

at hi;

ciTW

17

"Jfor

East, Federico Ornelas, Manuel Mascarenas,
all of Albert, New Mexico.
of intention to make Final Three Year
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commission
Department of the Interior
1919.
M.
April
7,
Roy
N.
on
t'.r at
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
.
Claimant names as witnesses:
January 4, 1919
Neis Wettei-hD. W. West
Notice is hereby given that Ran
Joseph Wright
J. H. Kelsey
Wood of David, N. M., who on June
AH of Roy, New Mexico.
21, 1913, made Desert Land Entry No.
016538, for N
Sec. 17, Twp.
SE
PAZ VALVERDE,
18N., Rng. 30E., N. M. P. M., has filed
Register. notice
of intention to make Final
Proof under the Second paragraph, Act
of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1161-2- ) to
establish claim to the land above deNOTICE' FOR PUBLICATION
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 17th day of March, 1919.
Clayton, N. M., tea. 10, 1919.
. Claimant
names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that
Charles P. Field, John T. McFarland,
Joseph H. Ktlsey, of Uoy Now Mex. David
C. Field, Jeff McKee, all of Dawho, on Sept, 9th 1915,
made H. E' vid, New Mexico. ,
No. 02095:1 for NEl-SWNJ SEJ, Se.
PAZ VALVERDE,
31 Twp. 21 N, Kane -- S E N. M. P. M.
Register.
filed nuUce of intention to malia final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
three year proof to establish claim to
Department of the Interior
the land aliovti described, before F. ii.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
January 25, 1919
fice in Roy, N. M., on April, 7th, 1919
Notice is hereby given that James
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. Anderson, of Albei t, Union Co., N.
1
M., who, on January 17, 1910 made H.
W. west
Neis Welterhus
E. No. 021507 for E
NEU, NV2 SE
Joseph Wiuht Mrs. O.A. Kelsey
28

.'

PAZ VALVERDE,

NOTICE

m,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feb.

y,

Sec. 20, Twp. 19N, Rng. 30E., N.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention

Register. to make Final Three Year Proof, de-to
establish claim to the land above
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.

FOK PUBLICATION

10 1919.

Notice is hereby given that
David F. lladdix, of Hoy, N.
M. who, on June,. 20 1916, made H. E.
No. 031656, fur NWJ, See. 14, Twp.
20 N. Range 26 E. , N. M. P. M.
to
of
intention
has filed notice
make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before F. I Í. Foster, U. S, Commissioner,,
at his office Hoy, N. M., on
on April 7, 1959.

Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 17th day of March
1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pierce Field, Albert Beller, J. R.
Galey, T. E. Mitchell, all of Albeit,
New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

.

Notice

for publication

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Philip
S. McDowell of Mosquero, N. M., who
on Feb. 20, 1915, made H. E. No.
019232, for Lots 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; NV4,
SEH; SW, NE Sec. 35, Twp 18N.,
Claimant nmes as witnesses:
N. M. P. M,' has filed noRngE.,
G. B. Hall
Harry Eaven
tice of intention to make Final Three
T. O,
C. W. Farley
Year Proof to establish claim to the
'
'
land above described, before W. H.
all of Roy N. M.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at, his
PAZ VALVERDE,
office at Roy, N. M., on the 18 day of
5
Kegister
February, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Tom Parks, Benjamin F. Brown,
Harvey T. Clinard, Henry Garms, all
Department of the Interior
of Mosquero, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
January 22, 1919
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
E. Holmes, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M,
One of the biggest sales on the
who on Jan. 12, 1916, made H. E.
Sec 11 nd Mesa, Feb. 19th, see the bills.
No. 021475, for E
W
SWVÍ, Sec. 12, Twp. 21N., Rng.
At A. D. Fisher's.
25E., N. M. P M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Department of the Interior
above described, before F. H. Foster, Ú.
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
January 22, 1919
Roy, N. M., on the 18th day of March,
hereby given that John E.
is
Notice
'
1919.
"
Weisdorfer, of Roy, N. M., who on
Claimant names as witnesses:
it. E. serial No.
Sam T. Ansley, C. B. Coffman, John Dec. 27, 1915, made
and NWi Sec.
NE
021415,
for
NH
Mills,
all
of
Brown,
Thomas
Eddie,
N. M. P. M.,
27E.,
Rng.
Twp.
19N.,
7,
New Mexico.
has filed notice of intention to make
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. three year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
S--

SE,

.'

Foster," U. S. Commissioner,

business

at

Roy,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
N. M., on the 18th day of March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior
M. L. Rhyne, B. G. Grunig, O. A.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Butler, all of Roy, N. M., E. A. Reed,
January 22, 1919
Notjce is hereby given that Andres of Solano, N.M .,
"
PAZ VALVERDE,
Ornelas, of Roy, N. M., who on Feb.
Register.
)
ruary 21, 1910, made H. E. No. 021692

men-- he

also avoids errors in making

change and trouble over disputed payments.

NOTICE

The Plumlee Hospital
NEW MEX.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

5

Roy, New Mexico,

y

The. fact that he pays hi.s bi!3 by giving a
check on the bank adds to his standing with the

PAZ VALVERDE,'
'Register
Feb. U

N. M. P. Meridian, hag filed notice

i,

build in

up his credit.

at

FOR PUBLICATION
intention to make Three Year, Proof Department of the Interior, U. S. Latía
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
to establish claim to the land above
January 4, 1919
described before F. 1J. Foster, U. S.
Notice is hereby given that Don W.
Commissioner, at Roy. Nw Mexico,
Shinn, of David, Union county, N. M.,
on March 7th, 1919.
who on Sent. 13. 1915, mude H. E. No.
Claimant names as witnesses: .
020852, for the NEV4 Sec. 12, Twp 17
N'., Rng 30E., Lots 1; 2; E'a NWVi
James Salisbury
Uüy I. each,
Sec 7, Twp"17N., Rng 31E., N. M. P.
J. L, Smith, Frank Smith,
M., has filed notice of intention to
all of Roy, New Mexico.
make Final Three Year Proof to esPAZ VALVERDE,
tablish claim to the land above de31
.
before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Register. scribed,
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
TT.
N, M., on the 18th day of February,
1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
'
Jeff McKee, Frank Weir, John McOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Farland, Charles P. Field, all of David,
January 8, 1919
,
Notice is hereby given that Edgar New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
L. Frazier, of Kephart, Union county,
Register
N. M- - who, on March 27, and add'l Jan. 17 Feb. 14
July 19, 1915 made II. E. No. 019683,
add'l No. 020487, for W,i SW',4, Sec.
34, and SE1 Sec 33, Twp 22N, Rng
29E., N. M. P. M, has filed notice of
intention to 'make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,

ROY,

start toward

i:;e ilh day of March,

Our facilities for your accounts are good

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

HOY TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK,

Cams Plumlee,,
Physician in Charge.
also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,-?.- '
Separate from the Hospital, For Tubercular Patients.
We

1
Frank L. Schultz,

Col Frank O. White,

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,
A new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the.demads of the Community for a

Reliable Medium of Exchange,
OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

Farm Loans,

NKW MEX.

HOY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Margarita H. Romero formerly Margarita Her
nandez of Mosoucro. N. M.. who on
January 3. 1916. made Homestead en
try application No. 021362, for the
W',i NE ; WVi
SEU SWÍÍ, Sec. 21; NWK NEU,

SE;

Ett-NWU-

Soa. 28: Two 19N. Rnir 29E.. N. M. P.
M.. has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Yea.-- Proof to es-

tablish claim to the larri above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 18th day of February, 1919.
Claimant names 89 witnesses:
Wilson R. Nickel!. James D. Beem,
Candido G. Trujillo, Frank M. Dris- kill, all of Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ YALVEKDrJ,
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jeff
McKee of David. Union county
who, on Sepí. 13, 1915, made H. E.
No. 020851, for the SE14 Sec. 1, Twp.
17N, Rng 30E., and Lots 6; 7; EH
SW',4, Sec. 6, Twp 17N., Rng 31E., N.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make P'inal Three Year Proof to es
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before W. H. Willcox. U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M.. on the 18th day of February, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Don W. Shinn, Frank Weir, John
McFarland, Charles P. Field, all of
David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
Office

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.,

we

would be pleased to have you open one with us.

v

Proprietors,

North,

Jan.

r.

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,
IE

mmii-ri..;:--- .

ll-m-- :
m::Je
ori Au:;uM 11, 1915,
r:0o.',, for Eh Sec 0. T. 1N. Rng.25E
N. M.
M., hn filed notice of

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

21

DHI'ARIMENT

;

Reasonable Eat. s.

Township

s

Department of '.he Interior, U. S. I. find 191:).
Claimnnt m.mcsi as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, Now Mexico,'
A. T. Cr.rter, William Heath, Fred
Jan. 17, 1919
Moore,
P. H. Smith, all of Kephart,
Notice is hereby' given thr.t '.K. ..
James O. Smith, of Roy, N.M,, who. ( New Mexico.

Oils:

and Bonrir.gr, Trued by the f.ewt'st
Cylinders
most
Accurate Machine.-Processes and
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.

NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION

ri''n!i'!-?'.-

U. S. O
Kov, N. :,!.,

FOR PLTLICATKjN'

NOTICE

in charge

Wfcldtog,

.o

.l

with

'

making the best possible

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic,

Auto Livery; Cars Hause

IirUIILDllLTP
YOUR - CRIED IT

Property in

in the Mora Grant aré beinjj
htraighU'iM'd out and we are also prepared
tu furnish Abstracts en these Lands.'

Garage

Re-bore-

Town-

Titles to Lands

Repair .Work

Power Machinery, Lathed, Drills, Saw?, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,

llepair Work',

Abstracto

Mora, .New Mexico

WADE,-Mechanicia-

vAulomobile Accessories,

.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines
General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeinc;

C U. Strong,

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
'
January 8, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Felix
Quintana of Dellaven, N. M., who on
March 6, 1915, and Aug. 30, 1915,
made H. E. No. 019517, 620786 for the
SEU, Sec. 34, and the SW4 Sec. 35
Twp 21N., Rng. 29E., N. M. P. M, has
filed notice of intentiqn to make Filial
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before W.
H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy, N. M., on the3rd day of

Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed no- tice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 19th day of February, 1919.
' ;
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. L. Wetterhus, R. W. Mitchell.
James Johnson, Jr., F. N. Coldiron, all
of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE.
iiegbur
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 8, 1919
,
Notice is hereby given that Chaili
C. Moore, of Mosquero, Union cour.ty,
N. M., who on January 13, 1916, made
H. E. Ño. 021500, for NEVi and S!
NW14 Sec. 27,fTwp. 19N., Rng. 2SE.,
filed notice of intenN. M. P.
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish cluim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, L. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 3rd day of March, 191'J.
Claimant names as witnesses; ,
DeLaney,
Don Bradley.
William
Ralph Hazen, Osker Aspergen, all cf
M.,-hk- s

-

'

Mdsqiiero, "N. M.
1

Jan.

17

'

:'

PAZ VALVERDK.

Register

Feb. 14

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department, of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 7, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Cha "ley
F. Wright, of Roy Mora county, N. M.,
who on January 26th, 1915, made II.
E. No. 0192G6, for W
Sec. 28, Twj
19N, Rng 25E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make i'inal
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F."
II. Foster, U.' S. Commissioner at his
office in Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of
March; 1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
H. Sansbury, T. E. Sansbury, J.
L. Smith, Juan Isido Romero, all of

J.

Roy, New Mexico.

Jan.

17

PAZ VALVERDE.
,
Register
,

Feb. 14

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office
t Clayton, New Mexico,
'
January 8, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
,
March, 1919,
.
T. Carter, of Kephart, Union county,
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M., who on January 22, 1915 made
Grabiel Martinez, Albert, N. M.
H. E. No. 19243, for Lots 2, 3, 4.
Samuel Quintana, Kephart, N. M.
SW,4 NW Sec. 3, and NE Sec. 4,
Antonio Costillo, Bueyeros,- N. M. Twp 21N., Rng 29E., N. M. P. M., has
Canuto Gonzales, Bueyeros, N, M.
filed notice of intention to make' Final
PAZ VALVERDE,
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Register to the land above, described, before F.
Jam 17 -- Feb. 14
H. Foster, U.' S. Commissioner, at hl
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
office at Roy, N, M., on the 4th day of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land March, 1919.
.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
1919
4,
January
William Heath, E. L. Frazier B. H.
Notice is hereby given that Apbury Smith. Fred Moore, all of Kerdwt..
Livingston, of Roy, Mora county, New Mex. co.
M.; who, on Aug. 9th, 1915, made
PAZ VALVERDF
No. 020C33. for NWU Sec. 3, Jan. 17 Feb. 14
. E.
Register
Tu íí)N.. Rni 26E.. N. M. P. M.. has
filed notice of intention to make Three
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
par Proof, to establish claim to the Department of the Interior, U. S. Lan
Office at Gayton, New Mexico,
land above described, before F.H.FosJanuary 8, 1919
ter, U. S. Commissioner, at his office
Roy, N. M., on. the 18th day or feo.
'Notice is hereby given that Benjaí
.
1919.
min H. Smith, of Kephart, Union county, N. M., who on January 11, 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
.InVin Weisdorfer. B. C. Grunig. Wil
SE',i
made H. E. No. 019152 for S
SEU, Sec. 26,
liam Weisdorfer, E. S. Judy, all of Sec. 23, NEU and N
Twp 22N., Rng 29E., N. M. P. M., has
Roy, N. M.YKL
filed notice of intention to make Final
Register Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
to the land above described, before
XOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land his office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
,
ew Mexico,
of March, 1919.
Office at Clayton,
Claimant names as witnesses:
January 4, 1919
E. L. Frazier, A. T. Carter, Willirm:
Notice is hereby given that Irvin II.
nmsW-n- f
Rov. Mora county, N. M., Héath, L. S. Hazen, all of Kephart,
'

,

Office in the old Telephone Building,

ROY, N. M.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Pare Drugs, Chemicals and

Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
.......
Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

,

H. New Mexico.
ho, on October
bee
E. No. 021005. for NW
NE',4, Sec. 5, Twp 2nv;. Jan. 17-- Fcb.
end N
16th, 1915, made

','

NW,

PAÍ
14

VALVERDK,
RK-- r

'

OF CORN CROP OF

LARGE PROPORTION

Cap'to- - Warren1

UNITED STATES

Wards

'

'

HARVESTED
'

-

'

'

FOR GRAIN

'

'

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
(Copyright by D. Appletoa

PEARSON MAKES SOME DISCLOSURES

REGARDING

Oa.)

a

"Well, then," he continued.
eam
the upset I Judged from what von
Isaid at your previous conversation,
captain, tnat you were well enough ac
qualnted with Wall street to know that
queer operations take place there. Did
you read about the south, shore trolley

HIS

RELATIONS WITH THE CAPTAIN'S BROTHER.
Synoptic

Atwood Graves, New York lawyer, goes to South
Cape Cod, to see Captain Elisha Warren. Caught in a terrific
storm wnue on jne way, he meets Cap'n Warren by accident and
goes with the latter to his home. The lawyer Informs Cap'n Warren
that his brother, whom he had not seen for eighteen years, has died
and named him as guardian of his two children, Caroline aged twenty,
and Stephen, agednineteen.
The captain tells Graves he will ga to
New York and look over the situation before deciding whether he will
accept the trust The captain's arrival in New York causes consternation among his wards and their aristocratic friends. The captain
makes friends with James Pearson, a reporter; then he consults with
Sylvester, head of Graves' firm. The captain decides to accept his
brother's trust. Sylvester Is pleased, but Graves expresses disgust
and dismay. Pearson calls and Is surprised, for he had known the
young Warrens and their father. Caroline asks the captain's aid for a
servant whose father was hurt by an auto. The captain finds that
Malcolm Dunn had caused the injury and makes him help In paying

hiiatnAoaiVt

Captain Elisha considered.
"Why,
yes," be said slowly; "seem's if I didone of those consolidations with 'hold-Icompanies' and franchises and ex
tensions and water by the hogshead,
a t mat itr i remember now. The
Boston papers had considerable about
it, ano i presume likely the New York
ones baa more. One of those all
cordln' to law swindles that sprout
same as toadstools in a dark place but
aie out u tne ngnt s turned on too sud.
den. This one didn't come to nothln
out a bad smell, if I remember right"
"You do. And I suppose I'm responsible for the smell. I got wind of the
the sufferer's expenses until his death.
tning, investigated, found out some- tnmg or wnat was going on and print
ed a preliminary story in the Planet.
CHAPTÉR VIII Continued.
turne. Miss Warren wore it at a tanct 11 caused a sensation."
areas bail a year ago."
I
He paused once more. Captain Eli- "Well, nothln. I guess. I am glad
want to know I
nensunt I sha for the sake of savins- aonnthin
you understand matters a little better ueji
avenue peasant with dla- - "8eiTea
snouian t wonder."
and don't Intend for the estate nor you monas in her hair. Becomln' to her.
"It certainly did. And the mom i
to pay these Morlarty bills. Just get ain't
on which it appeared Mr. Ruin.
'em off your mind. Forget 'em. I'll see
I Warren phoned me.
"I thought so."
He wished to tee
that everything's attended to. And,
Yup ; she looks pretty enough I But me at once- - 1 went flown to his office,
later on, if you and me can, by puttln' she don't need diamonds nor. hand
uaptain, i aisuice to tell you this. Mr
oar heads together, help those folks to gan clothes to make her nrettv." or warren was your brother."
earnln' a better llvin', why, we will,
Then, looking up from the photo-Srap"I know he was. And I'm his execu
boyT"
he asked, "Give you this pic tor. Both those reasons make me sne-The girl smiled up at him. "I think," ture, ma sneT"
clally anxious to have yon tell me the
he said, "that yon must be one who
His friend's embarrassment increas- truth. Heave ahead now to oblicre ine."
likes to hide his light under a bushel ed. "No," he answered
"Well, I found him very polite and
shortly; then,
Thank you uncle!"
at
af ter an Instant's hesitation : "That i cordial
first He .said. that a ridlcn- Sne left Captain Elisha in a curious nail was given by
auonai story concerning
the Astorbllts and '? ,D
state of mind. Against his will he had who one or tne most swagger
the trolley combine had appeared in
affairs
of
been forced to accept thanks and rne8eason. The Planet-t- he
paper witl the Planet and he would like to have
credltlwhich, he believed, did not right- which I was
contradict it and suppress further
connected
Issues
a Sun. me
fully belong to him. It was the only day supplement
falsehoods
of the kind. I told him I
of half tone reproducthing to do, aisfyet it seemed like dis- tions of
photographs. One page was couldn't do that because the story was
loyalty to Malcolm Dunn. This trou- given np to
pictures of the ball and the true. I had written it myself. He was
bled him, but the trouble was, just costumes worn
angry, and I could see that he :was
there."
then, a mere plnhead of blackness
see. Astonishin' how folks do like holding himself in by main strength.
"I
against the radiance of his spirit
to get their facea into print. I used to Uwent on to explain that it was the
His brother's daughter had for the Know an old
woman Aunt Hepsibah duty of an honest paper, as I saw
first time called him uncle.
to expose such trespass upon the peocaer, ner name was-eh- e'a
dead
now. The pride of Aunt Hepsy'a heart ple's rights. He asked me if I knew
A note on the dining room table was
that she took nineteen bottlea of who was behind the écheme. I said I
proved, to the captain's delight, to be
knew some of the backers. They were
'Balm of Burdock Ta1 ni th
from James Pearson. It was brief and folks printed
pret
men t0
h Informed
picture
her
as
a
testimo.
to the point
"
uuersne
uceyiy
uvea
tnrougn
umi
mat
"
Ho,
bo!
"Why don't you come and see me 7 And society
blgbuga appear to have the COlCUi
wrote the young ma . "I've been ex- same
I was knocked off my feet by that
cravln ."
pecting you, and you promised to come,
"Some
Ana' 10 De Iranlt'
of
them
do.
A
your
But
of
that
llave you forgotten my address If so,
raow
I'm
was
niece
by
obtained
our
society re- vTuun'
here It is. I expect to be in ail day to- porter
from the photographer who took not sure that I, personally, would have
morrow."
Bribery and corruption? of course. taken the matter np' Yet I might, I
The consequence of this was'that 11
warren would have been at least
miss
o'clock the next day found Captain
Elisha pulling the bell at a brick house surprised to see it in our supplement
in a long brick block on a west aide I fancied she might not care for so
publicity and auppressed it"
street The block had evidently been in much
"Um-hm- .
Well, I guess yon did rieht
Ita time the hornea of well to do peo
ple, but now it was rather dingy and IH thank you for her. By the way, I
gone to seed. Across the street the told Caroline where I was cal'latln' p
first floors were for the most part small go this mornln', and she wished to.be
shops, and in the windows above them rememDerea to you."
doctors' signs alternated with those of
modistes, manicure artists and milli
CHAPTER IX.
ners.
The New 8cond Mate.
The pull at the boarding house bell
TJKARSON aeemed pleased, but he
was
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ated with men of wealüi and business
sagacity. Large deals, of which the
trolley combine was but one, were on
foot He and his friends needed a rep
resentative on the press a publicity
agent, so to speak. Some of the great
employed men of that
kind, and the salaries paid wefe large
and the opportunities afforded greater
still. Well, that's true enough. I know
writers who are doing Just that thing
and getting rich at It I suppose they've
squared their consciences somehow
and are willing to write Ileo and mis
leading articles for what there is in it
I can't that's all; I'm not built that
way, and I told him so.
"It ended in an open break. He reminded me of the favors he had done
me. He bad treated me almost like a
son,, had introduced me to his family,
entertained me at his table. Where
was my gratitude? That was another
bad break on his part, for it made me
mad. I told him I had not asked to be
adopted or fed by him; if I had sup
posed his kindness had an ulterior motive I would have seen him at the
devil before I accept a favor. My ca
reer as a financial visitor was ended.
Get out of his office I got But the
trolley combine did not go through.
The Planet and the other papers kept
up the fight, and-a- nd
the widows and
orphans are bankrupt I presume"
Captain Ellsha's pipe had gone out
long since. He absently rubbed the
warm bowl between his palms.
"Humph V he muttered. "So Blje
was deep in that business, was he J"
"He was. Tery deep Indeed, I found
out afterward. And I declare I almost
pitied him at the time. He acted as if
hla wnole fortnn(l was staked on thu
gamble. His hands shook and the
stood on his forehead as he
talked. I felt as if I had been the
means of ruining him. But of course I
hadn't He lived for some' time after
that ánd, I understand, died a rich
man."
"Yes. He left what I'd call a heap of
money. ' My nephew and niece don't
seem to think so, but I do."
"So you see, captain, why I stopped
callings on the Warrens and why I did
not accept Miss Warren s invitation."
"I see I see. And yet I don't know.
Blje may have took yon In for busi- ne.ss reasons, but the children didn't

as much as said so. And their father
never told 'em a word about the row.
neither. .Of course yon couldn't have
called when he was alive, but he's
gone, and I'm well, I'm sort of temporary skipper there now. And I want
you to come.
The string of Japanese gongs huna:
in tne lower nan sounded sonorously.
Captain Elisha reached for his coat
3d bat but Pearson caught his arm.
'No, you don't" he declared. "You're
going to stay and have lunch with me
here. If you say no I shall believe it
is Decause you are afraid of a. board
ing house meal."
His guest protested, but the pretest
were overruled, and he and his host
went down to the dining room. Tha
captain wnispered as they entered:
"Land sakes, Jim, this takes me back
home. It's pretty nieh a twin tn th.
ainuv room at the Center Hons in

answered by a rather slatternly
maae no comment Captain Elisha
maid, who informed the visitor that
. mew a smoke ring from his Dine.
ahe guessed Mr. Pearson was in. He
"And aay, Jim," he added, embar'most always was around lunch time.
in his turn, ."I hope yon won't
rassed
So Captain Elisha waited la a typical
nun
lnterferin' in your affairs.
eoutauenooM."
boarding house parlor before a- grate but arerm
yon still set against comln' np
Pearson called. He appeared at tha
With no fire in It and surrounded by
wnere
to
7 I know you said yon
uve
apartment
a week after the luncheon
i
walnut and plush furniture until Peara reason, but are yon sure if a
at the boarding house and was wel
son himself came hurrying downstairs. had
gooa one"
comed oy captain Elisha, who, hear"Say, you're a .brick, Captain Waring his voice, strode into the, hall,
He waited for an answer, but none
ren," he declared as they shook hands.
sent the shocked Edwards to th rirhf
"I hoped you'd come today. Why came. Pearson waa gazing out of the
about in a hurry, seized his friend's
window.. The captain looked at hla
haven't you before
'8ay, Jim, that's Caroline, ain't Itr hand and ushered him into the library.
The captain explained his having watch and rose.
guess I'll have, to be srolnV he
Pearson" said nothing concerning hit
"I
mislaid the address.
(
.
can't tell. But now that I had done It mange or
saw.
12
arter
now."
mina, tne course of reason.rira
Toe captain asked about the novel
and discovered what I had I couldn't
and how it was progressing. His com- -- His host swung around in hla chair. give it up. i must go on and learn ing which led him 0 make the vlslt
and the captain asked no questions.
u aown, captain," be said. 'Tve more. And knew enough
panion admitted saving made tome
I
already to
J.ney spent a pleasant afternoon tn.
(progress, more in the line of revision been doing a lot of thinking since I do certain tnat the more I learned the
than anything else. He had remodeled saw you,! and I'm not sure about that more I should write and have publish gether. Caroline was out and thA
his hero somewhat in accordance with reason. I believe I'll ask your advice. ed. It was one of those things which had the library to themselves. The
bis new friend's suggestions during It's a delicate matter, and it Involves hall to be made public if a fellow had newest chapters of the novel were read
their Interview at the Warren apart-!men- t your brother. You may see it as he did. a conscience about him and a pride in and discussed, and the salty flavor of
the talk was aa pronounced as ever.
and had Introduced other charac- ana ir so our friendship ends, I sup tne aecency or nur profession.
ters, portrait sketches from memory of pose. nut I'm going to risk it
"All this was going through mj head Pearson left early, but Dromlsed ta
coma again very soon. ,
persona whom be had known in his
a
"Jar. sodgers Warren and L" ki as I
In hla nrtwa
boyhood days in the Maine town; Ho weot on, wt .well acquainted
daring
.
h
"
auu UCOlUtLllU U
.
T"
pan
read a few chapters aloud,' and Cap- iue
ot.jny newspaper work, symptoms of waverlnn and
m
The captain's plana for
tain Elisha waxed almost enthusiastic I waa financial man on the Planet and hard. Of course I knew, he said, that
some articles I wrote took your broth- tne operation was absolutely
over them.
Caroline's birthday ge
within
astray aa a result of Interior,
Then followed a long discussion over er's fancy. At all events, he wrote me the law. I did, but that didn't make
a point of seamanship, the handling of concerning them in highly complimen it more honest or moral and just He
ence of the Dunne. The next
a tark In a gale.
tary terms and asked me to call and went on to aay that in large financial
Installment telle how the captain
Is called upon to confront a new
At length Captain Elisha,' having aee him at his office. I did so. and
aeais 01 tnia nature petty scniDlea
worked "Uncle Jim" into a safe har
situation.
"
iweuuij, bo muen i must De lost sight of. Good of the
bor after a hundred mile cruise under so that he invited me to hla house.' I Imslnemi. rii?hf f tnpVhnM
.n
Jury rig, with all handj watch and dined there several times, was invited sort of stuff. He rang
the 'changes,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
watch at the pumps, leaned forward in to call often, and I enjoyed it Yon All tha namr car tnr
.
triumph to refill his pipe. Having done see, I had few friends in the city out- - To imperil the fortune of widows
Age of Flanea.' '
and
so, Ms eyes remained fixed upon a side my Journalistic acquaintances, and orphans whose savings were invested
'rncierisac D7
..
.
photograph standing, partially hidden I SUDOOS
nr.
I:
I
tkTe.
rf..
i
J
h.
wj
mi iM
inp rno aaira wiiii - ri nanna rtT iifrAuné "ges can DO
iiai'i- ui --Luc uuulu
:. " niitiiH
.
by a leather collar box, apon the dress- w.n' klnr1n
fh
.n1
was
msungmsnea
"ujJ
a
cuimuuu
crime,
"i
r.
.
. .
is their sin. Rn
tie snouia
er. He looked at it intently, then rose ea. to
nave taken to me. And I liked have known better than to say
that to size affords us only the means to estt
Miss Warren no one could help that
and took it in nls hand.
we xt ib suca an ancient, worn ont mate the age of younger fishes; aa to
"WeU,Iswanrheexciaimed.
"Either and I believed ahe liked me."
platitude."
the older, It cannot serve ns as an in.
my
what
head's been the fullest of
"She does like yon," interrupted his
"I know. I've been to political meet-in'- dicatlon of their age, since
lately has struck to m eyesight of companion, with surprise. "Caroline's
The widows and orphans are al- growth may vary according to thetheii
difelse why, aay, Jim, that's Caroline, a good girl.
ways hangln' on the success of the ferent
conditions of nutrition, so that
ain't
Yes; she Is, However, she isn't in party, whichever way yon vote. The
Pearson colored and seemed embar this story except as a side issue. At amount of tears shed over their invest- often the younger fish will excel In
rassed. "Yes," he answered, "that is this time my ambitions were for a ments by fellers yon wouldn't trust size the much older fish. There In.
Miss Warren."
newspaper career, and I thought I with a brass five cent piece is some-thi- .however, at least as regards the fishes
or me aorthern seas, a sure Indica
"Humph I Good likeness toot But was succeeding.
And her father's
amazin. Go on; I didn't mean Hon that betrays their age.
It is the
what kind of rig has she got onf I've marked Interest and the things he said to Interrupt"
otolites, or ear stones. These ear
seen her wear a good many dresses-se- ems to me promised more than an ordinary
"Then he twitched to
te have a different one for ev- success. He waa a well known man sonal appeal. He said he abadmore per- stones grow as long as the fish itself
taken a continues to grow, and form
ery day, pretty nlghWrat I never saw on the street and influential. So my fancy to me had
liked me from the rings in the manner of trees.annual
her In anything like that Looks sort head began to swell, and I dreamed
The
very beginning. He recognized my un- more
annual rings shown by a flsh'a
of outlandish, like one of them foreign a lot of foolishness. And then"
usual genius at first sight and had ear stones, the greater
,ita age. In
girls at Geneva or Leghorn, say."
He paused, put down his empty nine gone as far as to make plans bearing
fbls way the age of a fish c&s he e
"Yes; that Is aa Italian peasant oa and signed.
directly on my future. He' waa aasoci- - actly
determined,
.
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HARVESTING CORN WITH

per cent lx gathered
the ears; about 25 per
cent of the crop Iscut and shocked In
the field; 9 per cent Is cut and hauled
to tlrt5 ham for 'husking; 3 rfer cent Is
harvested by live stick in the field;
and that unnamed practices are used
to harvest C per cent of the crop.
Big Waste In Burning.
The' burning of cornstalks is to be
condemned as a waste of a feed and
n soil Improver, and yet about
of the cornstalks left in the
Held In the United States are disposed
58

by snapping
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of In this way. This procedure Is followed mostly in the South and some of
the corn belt and Pacific states, whore

four-fifth-

timates that
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MACHINERY.

LABOR-SAVIN-

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
s
"of the area In tills
About
country planted to Corn Is hnrvested
for grain, the reinnlnder of the crop
being cut for silage and for green
feed.
Various pructices govern the
lmrvestiiig of the mature grain. It Is
estimated by the bureau of crop es

the fraction is usually
Where stalks
field more than
f
In the whole country
d
the stalks on
one-hal-

ono-thlr-

larger than
are left In the
of such area
is pastured and
are plowed un-

der.

Forage From Corn Crop.
large amount of forage Is derived
from the corn crop. Besides the 19
per cent of the entire area thnt contributes silage and green feed, 14 per
cent of that kept for grain is topped,
and on 19 per cent the leaves are pulled.
Besides, there Is an enormous
amount of stover that Is pastured In
the field and Is cut and fed in the winter. It Is estimated that the harvested
corn stover per acre averages over two
tons and that In many states the quantity Is three to four tons.
A

INDUSTRY CONTROL OF CODLING MOTH

Need for Increased Production Leads
Department of Agriculture to
Investigate.

Effective Treatment Found In Application of Arsenate of Lead Fish
Oil Soap Added.

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
The4 urgent heed for on Increased
production of sugar In the United
States brought about by the war led
specialists of the United States de
partment of agriculture to make a

(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
During the past year biological stud- les of the codling moth have been continued by tb bureau of entomology.

study

areas where sugar beets are
now grown to determine factors that
are favorahle to the production of this
crop.
A report of the
investigations has just been published
by the United States department of
agriculture as bulletin 721. This bulletin discusses the soils and climate
best suited for sugar beets, suitable
farm equipment, methods of culture.
diseases and insect enemies, farm labor problems, and other phases that
shouhl be considered by the prospecmuch-neede-

In

d

tive growers.
Almost any fertile soil capable of
producing crops of other kinds will, if
properly handled, produce good sugar
beets, according to the bulletin. More
depends upon the physical condition
of the soil and the way It Is handled
than upon the
kind and type
of the soil. Extremely sandv soil or
soil of a decidedly gravelly type, however, Is not usually satisfactory for
this crop. Successful sugar-bee- t
grow
ing Is confined to the temperate re
gions. Frequently the beets will pro
duce a satisfactory tonnage of root in
warmer
but for some reason
they generally ate not sufficiently, rich
In sugar to make them profitable In
sugar making. Good drainage has an
Important bearing upon producing high
yields.
One of the serious problems on
many of the sugar-bee- t
farms Is that
of labor. There are periods when considerable labor is needed, as ilnrine
the blocking, thinning, and harvesting
seasons, and the. problem of securing
the necessary help at these times is
one of the limiting factors In sugar-beinduction. This problem Is he
et

lm? Mnlvtirl

n.iranfvln.,Ln.,llnl.i.

i

bor, by adjusting the farm work .and
by the development of
machinery.
labor-savin-
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AGENTS INCREASE IN NUMBER
Jump From

544 In 1917 to 1,103 in 1918
Many Counties In North and
Wett Benefited.

United. States department of agriculture. Also much experimental work
bearing upon various practical points
In control of this serious-pes- t
has been
done In various orchards. In
with the Colorado agricultural experiment station, In the Grand Valley
of Colorado, spraying experiments
have indicated that a schedule of six
applications of arsenate of lead, at the
rate of four pounds of the powdered
product to 200 gallons of water, with
the addition of four pounds of fish-oi- l
soap, will make an effective treatment
for the orchards in that valley.
LADYBIRD

ENEMY OF SCALES

Control of Pest Accomplished In Louis
iana by Liberation of Australian Beetles.
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment ot Agriculture.)
with the city of New
Orleans and the state of Louisiana the
bureau of entomology, United States
department of agriculture, completed
during the year the control of the
fluted scale In New Orleans and neighboring places. This was accomplished
by the propagation and liberation of
thousands of the natural enemy of this
scale insect, the Australian ladybird.
More than 300 colonies of the ladybirds were liberated over an area of
40 square miles. The distribution also
was extended to the known' outlvlna
Infestations of the fluted scale In
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.

HOW TO PLANT AN ORCHARD
Get Order In Hands of Some Reliable
Nurseryman and Insist on Trees
of High Quality.

If you are thinking of planting an
orchard get your order In the hands
of some reliable nurseryman Immediately and Insist on having trees of the
highest quality .and .of varieties that
are adapted, to your section of. the
state. In making your calculations as
to the number of trees needed use the
following rlnntlng directions : Apples,
30 by 30 feet, 49 trees per acre;
peaches, 13 by 18 feet, 134 trees per
acre; pecans, CO by 60 feefrj 12 trees
per acrei plums, 20 by 20 feet; 108
trees pr acre; cherries, 20 by 20 feet,
108 trees per acre, and grapes 8 by 10
feet, 514 vlues per acre.
,

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The number, of county agents In the
33 northern and western states In
creased from 544 on June 30, 1917,
to 1,103 on. June 30, 1918. On this
date the following states had completed their quotas for agents : New
Hampshire, Vermont,
Connecticut,
Massachusetts. Rhode , Island, Dela- HIGH
ware, Iowa, Minnesota,
and New
'

1918 BUSHEL WEIGHTS

Estimated Average for Wheat Placed
York.'
at 38.8 Against 58.S in 1917
Eighty per cent of the agricultural
Oats Also Gain.
fountles In the northern and western
states are now reached by county or
(Prepared by the United States Departdistrict agents.
ment of Agriculture.)
Investigation by the bureau of crop
MAKES FINE ORCHARD CROP estimates Indicates an average weight
of UKH pounds per bushel for the wheat
crop
Popularity of Hairy Vetch Is Due fo age of this country in 1918. The averfor 1017 was D8.5 pounds, and the
Rapidity of Growth and Addi- average ending with 1917 was
tiori of Nitrogen.
58.1 pounds.
The ois crop of the
United States In 1918 had an average
The popularity of hairy vetch as a weight of 83.2 pounds per bushel and
cover crop Is due to its power to grow for the preceding ten years
32 pounds.
rapidly and introduce a large quantity An average weight of 40.9 Hounds rter
Of nitrogen 'in the soil.
To be most bushel is reported for the 1918 barley
successful In either of these qualities, crop, i.vjpared to 40.4 pounds
for the
however, It must be inoculated.
previous e!jut crops.
ten-ye-
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BOSCHEE'S SYRUP

DEPORTIÜG

ANARCHISTS
DRASTIC
GOVERNMENT
TAKES
ACTION ON BOLSHEVISM IN
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UNDESIRABLES

rAKEN TO ATLANTIC SEABOAtfD
FOR SHIPPING TO NATIVE
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estern Newspaper Union News Servios
Chicago, Feb., 10. Deportation., is
the' answer ot fli .United 'Slates government to the challenge of I. W. W.
and Bolshevist agitators who came to
this country to stir up troulile in Industry and Social strife. ' The first
federal blow against the ware of Bolshevism launched on the Pacific const
was reveslejf- when fifty-fou- r
radical
agitators passed through Chicago in
two heavily guurded tourist sleepers,
bound for Immediate deportation from
an Atluntlc port Forty of the prisW
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Philosophy.
"How doos Jims support Ills wife"
"Like the other trials of life with
what patience and resignation he can

muster."

HcéIl TÍís

.Verify

Shave With Cuticura Soap
And double your razor efficiency as
Where Most Sickness Begins well as promote skin purity, skin comfort and Ekln health. Is o mug, no
and Ends
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
BT FRANKLIN DUANE, If,, D.
Irritation even when shaved twice
It can be (aid broadly that most human dnlly. One soap for all uses shaving,
ills begin in the stomach and end in the bathing and shampooing. Adv.
means
good
itomacn. Uood digestion
health, and poor digestion means bad
Electricity on the Farm.
health. The minute your stomach fails to
Electricity Is now equal to nearly
properly dispose of the food you eat, trouall kinds of farm work, from irrigables begin to crop out in various forms.
churning. So far It has not atIndigestion and. dyspepsia are the common- tion to
tacked, plowing and cultivating, but
est ' forms but thin,' impure blood, headaches, backaches, pimples, blotches, dizzi- electricity Is not yet through with the
farm.
ness, belching, coated tongue, weakness,
poor appetite, sleeplessness, coughs, colds
and bronchitis are almost as common.
There is but one way to have good health, WHY DRUGGISTS RECO""EED
and that is to put snd keep your stomach
in good order This is easy to do if you
take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. It is a wonderful tonic snd blood
For many years druggists have watched
purifier, and is so safe to take, for it is
record
mads of roots and herbs. Dr. Pierce, of with much interest the remarkable
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
Buffalo, N. Y., stands behind this standgreat kidney, liver and bladder mediard medicine, and it is good to knew that the
cine.
is
so distinguished a. physician
proud to
It is a physician's prescription.
have his name identified with it. When
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening mediyou take Golden Medical Discovery, you
are getting tne beneht ot tee experience ot cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and blad
a doctor whose reputation goes all around
der do the work nature intended they
the earth. Still more, you get a temper- should do.
ance medicine that contains not a drop of
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years,
lcohol or narcotic of any kind. Long ago It is sold by all druggists on its merit
Dr. Pierce combined certain valuable vege- - and it should help you. No other kidney
table ingredients without the use of alc- medicine has so many friends.
oholso that these remedies always have
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
, been
strictly temperance medicines.
treatment at once.
use
you,
get
are
torturing
piles
and
If
However, if you wish first to test this
Pierce's Anodyne Pile Ointment. The great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
quick relief it gives is hard to believe until Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
you try it. If constipated Dr. Pierce's sample bottle. When writing be sure and
Pleasant Pellets should, be taken' while
' using Anodyne Pile Ointment. Few in- mention this paper. Adv.
deed are the cases which these splendid
London lmlrdresntrs say there 1ms
remedies will not relieve and usually overbeen a great increpe In
come. They are so good that nearly every
young women, due to the war.
drug store has them for sale.
,
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Canada Grain Crowing t a profit maker. Raising Cattle,
'""r Ck,In Western
Unn hrinirs tertuin lucre, It'a easv to oroSDer wliere you
..j
y can raise
46 bu. of wheat to tie acre and buy ou easy terms,

Railway and Land Companies offer unusual Inducements to bonne
V tretters to settle hi Weatern Canada and enjoy her prosperity. Loans made
mtack or other farming reauiremeots can be had at low interest.
t, .k. r.r,hK
The Governments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba. Saskatchewan sad Alberta extend every encourauement to toe farmer aid ranciiilma.
You can obtain excellent land at low prices on easy terms, snd get high price
low taxes (none on
ho
rv it
for vour arain. cattle, sheep and
improvemenu). good markets and hippimr faciuües, free
.
,. ,
rhnn-hMsnlendid climate and sure crops.
V
orwtvriwww.
..,.1.71 IJlORtTStM terSTOM, limp,
.. SKplr to 6nniniiluiiMit
nulriMd into.
at liuauarti.OUaw,(Wa,sr
.
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Y. CGSÍE1T, Kooa

4, Eo EuilJlnj,

Canadian Government Atrent
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Fig Trees in San Joaquin.
Tt'n thousand acres of Smyrna fia
trees have been planted In the central
San Joaouln valley, since the war began.

The Joy of n hobby Is that Ihe oth-er fellow Isn't all Ihe time wauling-yoto let him 'ride It, too.

"'

Influenza and kindred
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start withacold.
Don't trifle with it.

At the first shiver or
sneeze, take
CASCARA

Standard cold remedy for 30 ytars In tablet
fa, sura, no opiatas breaks up a cold
in 34 hours relieves grip In 3 days. Money
back if It fail. The genuine bos hat a Iced top
with Mr. Hill's picture. At All Drua Store.

form--

Doth Decf and f.Iillt
one breed that

TBS

in both beef

and milk la the

Short-bor-

Shorthorn steers
repeatedly broke the'
records at the markets t&
1U1B, makiog tha highest record on the open
market of 130.60 per out.
And . Bhorthora
oows
have milk records of

over 17,000 lbs. per year. liittkforimt'tkmJ..
having uir teak, tu'lttv and ufe! kmmment

'l

. c .1
aoxaiers dccics
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Skin Troubles
with Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, Talram ZSe. eaea.
Samples of "0tlelT,Dpt.B,BMta.M

carbon Into additional
If hn turns
power. Aids action ot yoor
It
motor. Greatest gasolina saver and earbon pre-

ventive known.
Literature and trial can, two
dimes. Live stents wanted, tioerke, sUnitoa, Oolo.

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

'

i,.

...

Portland, Ind. "I hid a displacement and suffered
bo badly from it at times I could not be on my feet
at alL I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could not lie
aown at nijpt. l took treatments from a physician
dui mey am not neip me. mr Aune recommended
lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound. 1 tried
again and do
it and. now I ,am strong
and well
T
!
T 1! 17'
xi y uwa worn, emu i give juyui Hu una nam a
Compound the credit." Mrs. Jossfhinb
Koble, 935 West Haca Street, Portland, lad.
I

.

QUININE

,

Britain Deporting Undesirables.
London. The government Is quietly

arresting and deporting "undesirable"
aliens who aro believed to he Bolshevist propagandists In Great Britain,
Several have recently been sent our of
the country, Including M. Soermus, a,
Itussiiin Ylolinist, who is ulleged to
have been interspersing his recitals
with Bolshevist propaganda work. M.
Soermus' Is a son of a wealthy Russian land owner and participated In
the Russian revolution.

f

Y' u I am the mother of four children, and for
nearly three years 1 sunered from a iemale trouble with pains
in my bacfc and side, and a general weaknges. I had pro
fessional attendance most of that tune but did not seem to
get well As a last resort I decided to try Lydia K.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised in th newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
a marked improvement. I continued its use and am
now free from pain and able to do all my house
work."
Mrs. B. B. Ziblinska, 202 Weiss Street,
Buffalo, K. Y.
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Every Sick Vors&n ShouU Tiy
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diseases

Buffalo, N.

manifesto stated that the conference
was a deception and a pretense, ae
the working class was not really represented. Frank- Bohn, who is described as the "unofficial American
delegate," was refused permission
to address the conference. The total delegation numbered 123.

20t

Land at $15 to $30 Per Acre
.Good Crazing Lsnd at Much Less.

The Incident may bo symholicof the
general spread- of American Ideals.
The salt of freedom in these days Is
sprinkled the world over. David Starr
Jordan In .Sunset Magazine.

Should Profit by the Espcricncs
of These Two Women

r'-yle-

9

hemia."

MerVOUS;.Mi

.

vent "another holocaust like this."
The total number of lives tost In 'battle was placed at 7,100,000, he said,
but this did not take into account
the . thousands who died in prison
and army camps.

of Ideas.

1W

f

.

from the 'tomb of Washington.
. "I tun. taking this home," he snld,
"to sprinkle It on the soil of Bo-

half-centur-

Cost in Life and Money.
million lives lost
and $2.00,000,000,000
worth ol
property destroyed and an outlay ot
1197,000,000.000 were the stupendous statistics, of the war for all nations engaged, says Secretary of War
Baker. The compilation, he said,
was made by the general staff. Secretary Baker was addressing a gathering of Boston business men and
their friends. He urged the formation of a league of nations to pre-

w'pp'"

The Spread

city-wid-

Boston.-NIn- e

Catarrhal Fever

r,nk Epizootio
Fever,

A Czech soldier at Mount Vernon
was seeu to fill a little box with earth

Q&fflZtiS

blue-eye-

AdT.

Iir Lub.uA

-

v;

first-clas-

And all diseases of the horse alTfCting- his throat sprellly
cured; colts and horses in the xame (Untile kept from having- them by unlna; Sl'OHN's ( (oiPOI NU. 8 to dones often cure. Safe for brood mares, lisby coltn. Bullion, all
s fres and conditions.
Most skillful sclentlflo compound.
SPOHVS is sold by your dru;a;it.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO., .Mfrs, Uombrm, Ind.

of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County sa.
Frank 3. Cheney makes oath that he la
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
Co., doing; business in the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
aald firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use ot
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this tth day ot December,
A. u. 1M1
.(Seal) A. W. Olea son, Notary Public.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acts throurh tha Blood
on the Mucoua Surfaces of the System.
Druggists, Tie. Testimonials frea.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Sooialists Hold Conference.
Geneva.
The Socialist conference
at Berne held a session and a sensation was caused when a manifesto,
said to have come from American
sources, came under discussion. The

E

pain.'
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'
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Nothing pleases some girls so much
as the chance to resist an attempt to
kiss them.

should use GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules Immediately.
The oil soaks gently Into the walls
and lining of the kidneys, and the little poisonous animal germs, which are
causing the inflammation, are Immediately attacked and chased out of
your system without Inconvenience or

neys.
You

as

v.

1

Explain Yourself, Ethel.
Biirrymore may be particularly Interested in sex plays, but. It
Seems that the fnjlowlng illuminating
Item from an afternoon paper may require some explaining:
"Kthel Barrymore, coming to Kng- -'
llsh's next week, ,1s one of n famous
stage family. She Is the daughter of
Maurice Barrymore and Geol-glthe brother of John and
Lionel Baro'inore and the niece of
,
John Drew."

Don't Ignore the "little pains and
aches," especially backaches. They
may be little now but there Is no telling how soon a dangerous or fatal disease of which they are the forerunners may show Itself. Go aftér the
cause of that backache at once, or you
nay find yourself In the grip of an Incurable disease.
Do not delay a minute. Go to your
druggist and insist on his supplying
you with a box of GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. In 24 hours
you will feel renewed health and vigor.
After you have cured yourself, continue to take one or two Capsules
s
each day so as to keep in
condition, and ward off the danger of
future attacks. Money refunded If
they do not help you. Ask for the
original Imported GOLD MEDAL
brand, and thus be rare of getting the

All He Had in His Hand.
Bill Sikes had been charged with
oners came direct from Seattle,
stealing a watch and had been found
where they took part In fomenting
not guilty. Just as the verdict had
the general trike, which, has paraly"
been given a charge of assault was
zed that city.
heard against the complainant.
The news of their departure was
"He beat me all about the 'ead with
not allowed to become public in Ser
a brick, nn' near killed me, yer honor!"
attle, and the action of the government Is, made known first through
declared the victim.
this, dispatch.
Answered.
.
"Why didn't you defend yourself?"
t
Amotley company of I. W. W.
Somebody once telegraphed Horace asked
magistrate, rather bored
trouble breeders, bearded labor fanat- Greeley: "Are there any news?"
with the proceedings, "llnd you nothics and red flag supporters whs hud'."No a new," promptly wired back ing In your hund?"
.
dled In berths and propaganda the great editor, who was a stickler
"Well, yer honor, I had his watch,
Iftrewed aisles of the prison train for good English. Boston Transcript. but what was the Use of that against
which slipped In and out of the city so
a brick?"
quietly that few federal officials were
STOMACH ACIDITY,
aware of Its presence.
Dr. Pleret's Plrtssnt Pellets put sa end ta
les snd Mllous beausches, cosntipsrtoa, dlul
Three ringleaders of the Seattle upAdT,
and lodifeitloa. "Cln kouM."
rising, one prominent Spokane agitaCAS
INDIGESTION,
tor, a dangerous I. W. W. leader from
People Heeded Appeal.
Ifenver. and five lien convicts, arrestMor. than one hundred carloads of
ed In Chicago, were conspicuous ; QUICK! EAT JUST ONE TABLET fruit pits and nut shells had been resmong the prisoners gathered into the
ceived at, and were oil the way ta
OF PAPE'S DlAPEPSIN FOR
federal net and now well on their way
government plants for use In making
INSTANT RELIEF.
toward the lands of their birth as "uncarton for gas masks when the armisdesirable cltlKens."
When meals don't fit and you belch tice was declared. This statement was
The bulk of the men were alien la- gas, acids and undigested food. When made on the authority of the secretary
bor agitators picked up by officers of you feel lumps of distress In stomach, of war, In a letter to the secretary of
the United States Immigration service pain, flatulence, heartburn or headache. agricu'ture, thanking him for the acduring a year of secret campaigning In Here is Instant relief No waiting!
tivities of his department In nppeal
Industrial centers of the Pacific coast.
Ing to the public for these materials.
The cam were heavily guarded by
fourteen heavily armed Immigration
- Important
to Mothers
officers who paced up and down the
Examine carefully every bottle oí
CASTOEIA, that famous old remedy
length of the train from the time It
Just as soon as you eat a tablet of for Infants and children, and see that It
reached the Chicago yards until It
pulled out of the city with clearance Tape's Dlapepsln all the dyspepsia, InBears the
..
digestion ami stomach distress ends.
orders over all traffic. A. D. H. JackSignature of
son, chief of the Seattle office of the These pleasant, harmless taWets of
in Use for Over 30 Years.
Immigration service, was In command. Pape's Diapepsln never fall to make
sick, upset stomachs feel fine at once, Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
and they cost so little at drug stores.
Mayor Hanson Firm.
Adv.
Willing to Oblige.
Seattle. OLe
Hanson,
Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania Is
slight of build, fiery of speech, radical
To Hold Him.
nothing if not n strict party man.
of radicals In the advocacy of govern
"Whtit would you do if you were Listen to this one that his friends are
ment by the people, finds himself In
married to a fast young man?"
telling on tills political leader, who
a strange situation us mayor ;f Seat"I think I'd speed up a little."
has rounded out more than a
tle now In the throes of the nation's
In "single blessedness."
e
first
strike. The radical
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
One of his long time supporters said
mayor lias announced that the city
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Hum, to him recently-"Now, Boies, you are
will continue to he governed from city
going to be chairman of the next fhall and any person who attempts to a small box of Barbo Compound, and
ox. of glycerine. Any druggist can put this
You would have n
Interfere will be shot.
up or you can mix it at home at very lit- inance committee.
tle coat. Full directions for making and good deal better standing down there
I, use come m each box of Barbo Compound. in Washington, socially as well as poInternationalize Rhine.
I'uris. Germany's Khine territory It will gradually .darken streaked, faded litically, if you would get married."
gray
it soft and gloony. It
"All right," said Penrose, "have the
will not be taken from her. It is now will hair, and make scalp,
is not sticky or organization pick me out a girl mid
not color the
certaln that the lthlne is' one of the sreasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
I'll nmrry her."
,
waterwuys of Kurope which will lie
j
by
internationalized and controlled
Two Laps Behind.
Speeding Up.
the league of nations. .
"Did you follow my advice?"
"What do you think of this league
"Why er yes, but I didn't quite
of nations?" "I think it Is time for
Kautsky President of Assembly.
catch up with It."
them to play ball."
Weimar. Carl Kautsky, under sec
Naturally.
retary of state for foreign affairs In
During the war Bed Cross workers,
"What whs the result of trying your
the Kliert cabinet, was elected presiin America produced more than "iW
dent of the tlenmin assembly
by a piny on the do;;?''
"It raised a howl."
000.000 surgical 'dressings.
vote of 374 out of :n) cast by the as
sembly,
t
'

In.

Do you feel tired and "worn-outl- "
Are you nervous and Irritable Don't
sleep well at night? Have a "dragged
out," unrested feeling when you get
up In the morning? Dizzy spells? Bilious?' Bad taste in the month, backache, pain or soreness In the loins,
and abdomen? Severe distress when
urinating, bloody, cloudy urine or sedAll these Indicate gravel or
iment
stone In the bladder, or that the poisonous microbes, which are always In
your system, have attacked your kid-

Kthel

m
:

UNITED STATES.

HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
IF YOUR BACK ACHES
.

Why use ordinary cough remedies
when Boschee's Syrup has been used
so successfully for. fifty-on- e
years in
all parts of the United States for
coughs, bronchitis, colds settled In the
throat, especially lung troubles? It
gives the patient a good night's rest,
free from coughing, with easy expectoration in the morning, gives nature
a chance to soothe the Inflamed parts,
throw off the disease, helping the patient to regain his heulth. Made In
America and sold for more than half
a century. Adv.

MEDICINE

CO. LYK'i.MASS

mJ
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pilillllll

That Terrible Headache

Personal Mention!

BPANISH-A.TTiRICA-

"""ÍMore Cream Setter Country.

betíef

RoyWaterWorl
Bond Issue

Do you have periodic

The faish and credit of the vilfaga
of Roy are herefcy pledged for , the

'

'

attneks cf the
headache accompanied by sickness of
re are nOTS " prepared to
.
principal
the stomach or vomiting, a sallow skin
of
the
punctual payment
Cream in any quantity
and dull eyes 7 If so, you can get quick
interest of tins bond.1913.
No.
22,
sep- -,
Ordinance
relief by taking Chamberlain's TabIN witness WHEREOF the boani'i whether hand slimed or
FINAL ORDINANCE- han
Roy
of
Village
frf
lets as directed for biliousness, and
the
the
made
cream
arH$eti,
Have
of trustees
u'
An Ordinance providing for the its' caused this tend
you may be able to avoid these
bJn
BusLness a study and will bo
attacks
of negotiable coupon bonds of mavor and clerk of said village,
It's too bad that Mr. Fisher, if you observe the directions with each suance
the-- Village of Roy, State of New Mex- the seal of tü village and counter- glad to feive any mformation
Kills, 3 going to leave the package.
of
ico, to the amount of $45,0(XiW) for signed by ls ireasurer, as ot tue mi
To Loan on Farms on the
heipyou get me best re- country
his going will give
but
j.,xt f Nnvemter: A. IÍ.V 1918.
the
water
works
of
construction
a
I
Mesa Immediately!
Detects Far-Of- f
1
Mayor. suits from your fiairy herds.
Storms.
system in and for said village, pre- Wf
a chance at his splendid
others
sing
oy
n
See-RI
modified wireless receiving scribing the form o said bonds
Will Cest your Cows free of
If you need a Loan,
aii of Xttest:
farm equipment which sells at Instrument.
sW,..,st
the interest coupons thereto annexed,
iharge' and if yo have a cow
Realty and Loan Co. auction the 19th. see his bills.
to detect t hunde
Viliagxi- Clerfe.
storms providing fir-- the lavy of an anrwial
paying her way turn her
more than ,'JOO miles distant.
wot
tax to pay the interest on said bonds, Cwinteraigned:,
Frank L. Schultz, or F.O. White,
for one that will.
and to- provide, a siskin; fundi for th
discharge of the principal thereof at
VUa re.- Treasurer.
Work with me and we will
HOW SAILORS ARE TRAINED
maturity, and fixing' the ther detail
(FORM O' COÜPOM)
"Roy" the Banner
SPECIAL FUNDS OF THE VILLAGE OF ROT N. M
rcake
fSO.OO
:
of the issue..
ni
on tEs-Mesin
CrearaTown
WHEREAS,
Naval Academy at Annapolis Givei
calledHay
at am election
reCehed durinff the year endin December STst, 1913
'what
and from
and held in tlw Village of Hey, County.- Oti' theStudents Most Thorough Prepar.
day o t' November, A. D., 1019. We are located! in the
f Mora, State of New. Mexico, on thrt 19.. , thy. Village of Roy, Mor eran- atlon for Thoir Ufe Work.
Amounts received from eemptorv lna
.
M.
Warehoase.
$ 25.00 2nd day of April, 19 18. in: ail respects
Amount received by refund from the etíerai reasjlry."
ty; Ifew Mexico, will pay the- Bearer
5.00
more Cream,
in strfet compliance
tlie
During the Civil war the Naval acadDollars, i ifoltl Your
iuLiii ivciciji.ii iur me year 01
0
Thirtar- - arel
.
30.00
laws-o- f
tures for the year ending Dec. 31, 1918
tne.:
of
New
emy was moved to Newport, on the
ofAimerita,
Stta
Jíates
T. J. Streng
NONE
coin of the United
Mexico, more than' a majnriíiy of the oí: or equal to thepTescntf. stzmiara
historic Constitution, while Its for- Amount on hand January 1st, 1919,
S0.00
Water Wr Fiind
quaiified electors of said, village, who of weight and fineness, at' the banking
mer home at Anuupolis yvas used an Amounts
Halibut.
received
from what sotrrees.
had paid- a property tam- - thencin dur house? ox Chase JNatiimai tsunK,. iw c
a base hospital by the army, writes Check received fromandOtis
Son & Co., as deposit on Bonds .....
Tlfe mime "halibut" is composed of
SlSOO
00
voted!
affirmathepreceding,
year,
ing
six
C. 1L Foster Id Serlbner's. On tha Interest on the funds deposited
New York, l'.Si JSbeinff
with Roy Tnrst and Saving Bank '
375 tively for the' ixsuancee of negotiable 0tyo intwrest on Roy Water Works tn SenntWunndUH words rnenoittg
""
academy's return to Annapolis, In
Total amount on hand December 31,I9I&.
month."
sums' 7K
.
of' tllr dter. 'i'lint detlwrMon I
coupon' bonds erf. said village to the Bond, Series of November I, 1013.
Expenditures NO.NE.
18CÍJ, Vice Admiral Porter, tho superbut the teni
foiuil
aggregate
for
amount
of
$iofiim)0
Report
of
the Treasurer of the Village of Roy,. New Mexico;- si.tnatuwH
intendent, instituted- regular dances,
1
appeur
flrs
the
nrwtént
ligend'i
fund
for
pnwidins.
the
of
pwpiMc
The
following is the Financial Report of the Village of Roy,.
the
or "hops," and, most Important of all
Kv SleSico, construction
ax 'lftlplhrtl'.', which sFRnifte a holy
of aw water work system
iintjti year emiing jjecemDer ill, 1V1B.
Village- - Treasurer.
Ills reforms, the honor system, by
meswensen. ew who in wmt t relieve
Amounts received and from what source;.
in and for said village, aad.
which a midshipman's word was not tt
Section!, That the- - mayor and
suftvi-hig- ;
oír swive cither btHf e soul.
Amounts received for dog licenses
V J3EEE AS,
i ii necessary fte now
25M
be questioned.
clerk": of said Vil2ise of Sby are
Amount received for Retail Liquor licenses
91)0.00 prescribe the form. of said, bomfe and hn-phmitfcfrized and' directed C
He also encouraged athletics la Amount received for General Mdse. and other li'tamses
, 7:25 of the interest wwpons thereto anaex- A BMtbl9 Cure:.
every wny. :i the presence of a Amount received for Impounding fees
Ba peepared tosucl fbwn J
tD
43.25 ed and to fix the other details at toe
Mjfcj.Iiott
Hiere nnwny yon ran
htre-oCih-'e
provisions
the
comply
throng of midshipmen he even boxed Amount received for Building Permits.
wjfh
will
13.50 issue.
.
Ihnt
breayonrsHB'wf
salklng
Amount
Herinbe
received
for
Fines
bítndis
smi
coupoi
.
15.50
with one of them himself an ! allowed
NOW THEREFORE, Be.it Oiriiisd
Mr. LoH;; ttiemuioos-l-y
In yrr' sieoo?1
received for Taxes returned by the County...
'1 "en scwprepiB'ed!
234.61
the nose of the vice admiral of the Amount
t&a- V3- Amount received for Cemetery lot
bni hopeiii'Jiy "Do 70W tllonlc It
5.00 by the Board of Trustees of
bond shaiL be executed iy; beánr: i's-e- d
navy to be smartly tapped by his en- Amount
received for Over Deposit...,.
helb at ail, my tkMX If you'd
wouIiH
1.25 lage ofiTUHrStatfccI NewSéxLwt:
by
atiéetted
ad
nsnyor,
said,
by
thusiastic voting opponent to the
Section .1. TbaJt..for thotpurptó wf
;
bjoitc when rttVawaie?"
let
by
countersign
it
village clerk,, and
manifest glee of the assembly and to
:
Total amount received from all sources
... ITJ5.0fl providing .the neiicssary. funds far
,
the
with
viltago
treawim-the shuddering horror of the old navy Amounts expended and for what purposes: , '
a water works system: imacwl
impíresadi Üíbiiph,
Amount expended for salaries including labor and legal advice:.- -.
when it it learned of this Innovation.
902.55 or, the Village of .Biy, iCowtly ofMbm, seal lof 'saidlviR-igcoupons thereinterest
By the end of Porter's superlnten-bue- Amount expended for refund to the Cemetery fundi
andíoaofceí'tüií
5.00 State
fee
sfewll.
tbare.'
New Jitetito,.
40.00 and hereby, is ordered ,and,.iirecteiii to to aimexedl saaJU be e:ssetittjdi y
....
Jn 1SÜ9, the Naval academy had Amount expended for Preliminary Suney by VincenrJowcs
expended for Advertising Water Bonds
53.45
signattii et '
worked ont the system followed to tho Amount expended
crvupon bovtSk lithograpfcil'
be issiiIi.he-nefrefiublAmount
expenses
for
General
including
board
ta
c
iísaidi iiLKse. Notada Tiied,
present day. Sln.ce 18T1 academic
the village treasurer
quarantined families
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